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I
I. Abstract

I The last 15 years has seen the development of speech tech-

nology at a very rapid rate. Unfortunately, the fact and fiction
of recognition are not always easily separated. This confusion
is not only evident among users, but also often among system in-
tegrators.

This paper outlines the technology today and provides
results from one set of benchmark tests. Three tests were per-

formed with live speakers in three noise environments. The tasks
used: a) a sixteen word discrete vocabulary, b) a 37 word con-
nected speech vocabulary, and c) a 30 word connected speech
vocabulary which was very tightly constrained (syntaxed). The
noise environments included al"quiet" background noise, a noisy
background of loud voices, and the sounds associated with a nor-

* mal (loud) vehicle repair shop.

The results indicate that virtually all systems tested could
be made to perform well with specific, well-motivated speakers
and under all noise conditions. Conditions not requiring ad-

vanced features (eg. large vocabularies or connected speech) may
turn these features into a liability through increased error. In

spite of this, however, the technology is sufficiently mature to
support many field applications.
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II. Introduction

This report is the outgrowth of questions regarding the
state of the art in speech recognition both capabilities arld
limitations. based on the claims of vendors, it appears that
substantial progress has been made recently in the effectiveness
of speech recognition systems. There are, however, disappoint-
ingly few large-scale applications from which data may be drawn
for comparison of the various systems. The shortage of informa-
tion is especially evident when comparable data on noise,
speaker, or recognizer effects are needed. This study attempts
to provide some baseline data which would be useful in the
evaluation process. Three distinct scenarios are addressed and
extrapolation beyond these limits must be pursued with great

. care. The term "performance evaluation" has been used, though it
is necessary to recognize that there are currently no performance
standards for speech recognition systems. As a result, there are

r no "standard" tasks, and a certain amount of quibbling over the
appropriateness of a given test, task, or scenario is inevitable.

A. Objectives

Given the above constraints, the primary objectives of this study

were to:
a) Perform a survey of the vendor literature,
b) Assess the performance of as many systems as practical,

and

c) Provide first-pass data on differential system perfor-
mance.

% -The recognition systems evaluated in this study were: the
Interstate Vocalink S4000; the ITT Multibus CSR; the Verbex
Series 4000; the TI Speech Development System; the Votan VPC
2100; the IBM Voice Communication Adapter; the Intel iSBC 570;
the Interstate CSRB; and the Kurzweil Voice System.

The vendor literature was surveyed for two purposes. It
* provided an assessment of the vendor perception of the state of

the speech recognition art. Additionally, it served to identify
the vendors who currently have product offerings. As with any

1 survey, there may be some product which has inadvertently been
omitted, but every effort has been made to solicit information
from every known potential vendor.

Several performance assessments were mandated. For com-
parison with other studies, testing in a quiet environment was
necesiary. To be of more practacal value, hmjwe'er, it was e.3sen-

"' tial to test performance in two additional noile environments.
The first emulated an industrial environment. and was taped in an

4
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automotive service shop, while the second was somewhat more in-* nocuous, consisting of vocal noise at a fast food restaurant or-

der counter. This last environment approximates a noisy class-
* - room or other area with verbal interference.

Finally, many of the existing studies of recognizer system

performance use taped speech under the rationale that each system
receives identical input. Taped speech and its means of entry
into the recognition system differ in several marked respects
from live speech delivered orally into a microphone. Live speech
was chosen for this study to preserve the more realistic perfor-

. mance environment, and within speaker variation was dealt with
statistically.

III. Background

Almost since the advent of the first commercial speech
recognizers in the early 1970's, manufacturers of automatic

S. speech recognizers (ASR's) have been claiming hijh performance
for their systems that is often not achieved in actual applica-
tions. The net result, therefore, is a perhaps healthy, skep-
ticism of manufacturers' claims. For this reason, concerns have

j arisen about how to best evaluate a system for a specific ap-
plication and a given group of users. The system evaluation of-
ten takes two forms; systems can be evaluated based on a review
of the literature available from manufacturers or other users, or
they can be evaluated through tests of the system performance.
The former provides essential design information (eg. vocabulary

p size, language/application support, or price), whereas the latter
is required to characterize the ASR's behavior under actual
operating conditions (eg. recognition accuracy, speed, trainir
time, application development time)

IV. Marketing Literature Review

In reviewing the marketing material provided by manufac-
turers, information was extracted addressing several major
areas. These include the technology, vocabulary capacity, train-
ing support, hardware and software compatibility, and development
tools.

A. Technology

- The issue of technology includes two dimensions: marner of
speaking and speaker dependence. Although all vendors identify

3



the segment to which they belong, no universally accepted defini-
tions for these terms exist. For this reason, a certain amount
of confusion results. For clarity, definitions are presented
which closely follow those proposed by Pallett (1985).

1. Manner of Speaking

The cadence of speech allowed (in some cases enforced may be
a better term) by the technology can be broken into three
classes.

N Discrete Speech forces the speaker to aid the recognizer by
pausing between each utterance. This results in somewhat stilted
speech, may be perceived as being slow, and appears hard for some
speakers to learn. In spite of this, discrete utterance recogni-
tion is the most common implementation today and is quite
adequate for many speech input tasks.

Connected Speech, on the other hand, requires that the word
be spoken carefully, but does not require that an explicit pause
be used to separate each utterance. Although this appears easier

* -. for speakers to use, it is achieved through higher processing

Srequirements and thus, is usually somewhat more expensive.

Continuous Speech is most like natural speech. Words are
- spoken fluently and rapidly as in conversational speech. When

this occurs, however, speech sounds are influenced by neighboring
sounds (coarticulation).

e,, Evaluating vendor products can become somewhat confusing at
this point, since many vendors do not make the distinction be-

. tween connected and continuous speech. Additionally, there is

* nothing inherently "better* about a system simply because it al-
lows or promotes the use of one type of speech. It is the ap-
plication which usually dictates the recognition requirements.
Thus, no one system is likely to prove more suitable than others
for all applications and it is likely to be a mistake to attempt
to identify one system that is to be the standard for all future
applications. In general, unless the application really requires
connected speech recognition capabilities, selection of a dis-
crete speech recognizer is desirable, because of the additional

* *~ cues provided by the speaker (ie. pauses) to the discrete sys-
tem, which usually make it more tolerant of environmental noise.

4
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2. Speaker Dependence

-. Speaker Dependent recognition relies on matching speech
samples to previous utterances of the same speaker. An enroll-
ment or training procedure is followed to allow the system to ex-
tract adequate models of the individual's speech patterns.

Speaker Independent recognition, however requires no enroll-
ment for recognition. Rather than using speaker specific models
for recognition, general models appropriate for a large popula-
tion are used. Most existing systems with speaker independent
capabilities have relatively small vocabulary sizes (eg. digits

* plus several control words), and tend to have somewhat lower
recognition accuracy than is usually attained by comparable
speaker dependent systems.

The vendor products tabulated In Table 1, are more com-
pletely described in Appendix I. In several instances, a vendor
has claimed continuous capabilities but may be shown as connected
to preserve the above definitions. In rare cases, insufficient

*. - information was available to make this assessment so a question
• 'mark was inserted to identify the uncertainties.

3. Vocabulary Capacity

The question that is probably most often asked relates to
the size of the recognition vocabulary. What most individuals
tend to forget is that at any instant in time, unless the user is
attempting verbal dictation, the probability is very low that
more than a relative handful of words are feasible in the exist-
ing context. Additionally, there is usually a trade-off that
must be made; as the candidate vocabulary gets larger, the prob-
ability of recognition error increases. What in many cases is a
more pertinent question is how well the system supports subdivid-
ing the vocabulary. As is evident from Table 1, there are a wide
variety of vocabulary sizes supported by the various systems.
This reflects several major design philosophies - provide several
relatively small vocabularies which may be switched very rapidly,
a larger vocabulary that can be arbitrarily split under program
control, or a large vocabulary that relies heavily on the ac-

- curacy of the recognition algorithm. As a point of reference.
-. there are very few well-structured applications requiring more

than 200-300 words in the vocabulary if the application is
thoroughly studied, understood, and designed.

S' 4
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Table 1. Summary of Vendor Literature.

VENDOR PRODUCT RECOGNITION TECHNOLOGY VOCA. VOICE PRICE
Dp. Ind. Disc. Conn Coat SIZE OUTPUT (8 US)

ATAT Conversant 1 X X 1 I 2561 7

AUDEC SSB-1000 I I 144 So
Calltalk DVIO Nod. 100 1 ? 500 qte
Dragon System Voicescribe 1000 I X 1000 9o
Dragon System Voicescribe 20000 X X 20000 quote
IBN Voice Comm. Adpt.X X 5.644 I 1,7002
Intel iSBC 570 X X 200 2,900
Interstate V P CSRB X X digits 240 opt. 1,410
Interstate V P SRB-LC X X 400 395
Interstate V P Vocalink S4000 I X 100 5,200

, ITT DC Nultibus CSR X I X ? 300 I 37,000
Kurzweil A I IVS X 1 1000 6,500
Kicrophonics (various) X X X 128 quote
NEC America (various) X X X X (5003 cuote
Scott Instr. Coretechs VET 3 X X X X 200 X 9,995
Speech Systems Phonetic Engine I X ? 5000 ? quote
Texas Instr. TI-Speech X X I 20*504 X 1,155
Toshiba TOSVOICE I X 64 ? quote
Voice Indust. Verbex 4000 X X 100 5,500
Voice Cntrl Sys VCS Technology I X 20 ? quote
VOTAN VSP 1010 1 limited X X ? 64+ X quote
VOTAN VPC 2100 X limited X X 80+3 X quote
Vestinghouse Series 100 VDCS X X 200 ? quote
XCON Seraphine I X X X 100 ? 3,000

1 13 in speaker independent mode.
2 Bundled price, may also be purchased unbundled.

S ' Less than 20 in independent mode.
4 Total vocabulary must be divided into subsets of which only one may be active at any time.
3 This may be increased with fever training passes or optional expansion vocabulary.

, 4. Training Support

* - The type of training required depends, to a large degree, on
the type of recognizer. While discrete word recognizers require
only individual template(s) of each word, connected systems must
also be able to account for coarticulation. Coarticulation is
the phenomenon observed at the boundary of words spoken together.
Each word is influenced by the word preceding it and is in-
fluenced, in turn, by the succeeding word. Thus, a connected
recognizer relies not only on templates for each word, but also
requires models of how coarticulation affects each word-pair. In

% ~a very simplistic manner, every possible word-pair boundary must
be modeled. Needless to say, the combinations quickly get very
large as the vocabulay size grows making the enrollment process
very cumbersome unless the possible combinations are efficiently
pared down. As examples, the Interstate S4000 and Verbex 4000

generate a relatively exhaustive script *for coarticulation es-

timation, while ITT relies on a training script developed by the
application designer. VOTAN uses only the discrete utterance

6
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templates (relying on a strong algorithm) and allows operator
selected embedded training of particularly troublesome combina-
tions. Scott Instruments does no coarticulation evaluation in-

v stead, the VET 3 internally ad3usts word boundaries to allow con-
nected recognition.

All systems (except speaker independent systems which, by
definition, require no training but may require speech patterns
for adaptation purposes) provide utilities for training the
vocabulary. In most cases this is an off-line function that ac-
quires and maintains patterns. For most applications, this is
sufficient. These static models, however, may not be adequate
when speech patterns are likely to change due to stress, boredom,
or tatigue. Under these conditions, dynamic updating of user
templates may be required to cope with dynamic change, permanent
or transient. This dynamic update feature is available from
very few vendors at the current time.

Whether due to adaptation or standard training techniques,
speech recognition systems usually use multiple utterances
against which new speech signals are compared. To guard against
inadvertent contamination of the speech patterns, ma3or dif-
ferences between patterns usually result in a user query thus
avoiding the inclusion of coughs, burps, and etc. The method
used to represent these composite patterns varies greatly. Most
systems use an "averaging" technique where template updates are

combined with and replace previously existing templates. One
potential danger of this system is that, as more samples are in-
cluded in the template, it may become more general and, over
time, no longer represent the intended utterance very well. This

L would tend to result in an increased number of errors. An alter-
native approach used by VOTAN and Kurzweil consumes a vocabulary
entry for each update of a word. This technique reduces the
chance that the template becomes so general that recognition is
adversely affected at the expense of reducing the maximum number
of words in the vocabulary. For example, if the recognizer had a
20 word vocabulary limit, a single update (after initial
training) will reduce the usable vocabulary to 10, two updates to
7 (if one word had only a single update), etc. The effects of
this may be minimized by understating the available vocabulary so
that updates do not affect the apparent vocabulary size.

Finally, to achieve consistent performance, the user needs
feedback, especially during training. This feedback helps the
user develop the necessary speech habits and allows rapid deter-
mination of the effects of mispronuciation.

7



5. Compatibility

Both hardware and software compatibility issues arise with

speech recognition. At the hardware level, a number of factors

need to be considered. Probably the most flexible systems employ
a stand-alone architecture communicating with the host via an RS-
232 (typ.) interface. Examples include the Verbex 4000 and the

ITT CSR. Unfortunately, the application development libraries

for many of these systems assume a specific host (ie. the support
software will run only on a specific operating system). When
that constraint is considered, then the workstations developed
around the Intel iSBC 570 or Westinghouse systems may be con-
sidered just as flexible.

S".The next level of compatibility currently revolves around

. computer bus standards (typically Multibus or PC bus). Within
this level are two subdivisions. One, the "low-priced"
(typically under $500 and designed to be used in a PC) systems,
often use the host CPU to execute the recognition algorithm. In

* this case, the speech board is primarily a "front-end"

amplifier/filter. While this reduces the cost of the recognition
subsystem, it usually severely curtails other computing func-
tions. The result is often substantially slower processing (in

some cases, the application software must be custom-designed to
use speech input. This custom software is obviously a very ex-
pensive solution and may substantially exceed the savings an-

# .-" ticipated through the use of the low-cost recognition hardware
. *~ resulting in a higher net cost in all but the most trivial ap-

plications.

The other subdivision (typically $1000 and up with a PC or

• "Multibus formfactor) uses the host processor as a file server,

. providing mass storage and supporting the application software.

Systems in this class usually include integrated signal processor

chips as well as powerful microprocessors. Because of this, the

host impact is minimal and host applications can be integrated
with voice without the need to redevelop the application support

.. software.

/ To assess software compatibility, several questions must be

addressed. Perhaps the most obvious is the operating system sup-
ported. The largest number of systems require MS/PC DOS. These
include those which reside in the PC (eg. IBM, TI, VOTAN, and In-

• "- terstate CSRB) as well as those which communicate via an RS-232
link but have DOS-resident support software (eg. Verbex 4000, In-
terstate 4000, and Kurzweil). The latter set may be used with

4- non-DOS systems, but the necessary support software is likely
non existent. Other operating systems which provide the neces-
sary support include UNIX or its derivatives (suppcrting ITT's
CSR and Intel's iSBC 570) and Intel's iRMX (supporting the Intel
iSBC 570)

8
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Within the appropriate operating system, the level of sup-
port also differs dramatically, ranging from a set of subroutines
to transaction generators. The use of support subroutines as-
sumes that the necessary application host languages are avail-
able. In addition, the use of these routines must be initiated
from within the application program which requires program
modification. At the second level, the speech system interacts
with the application through operating system calls. This also
requires access to be initiated from within the application
program and, thus, may require substantial programming. Finally,
some vendors supply a utility which may be generically called a
transparent keyboard. After being appropriately designed, this
software utility parallels the operation of the terminal keyboard
and allows speech recognition to be used without modification to
the application software.

At the most sophisticated end of the software support
spectrum are the transaction generators. These packages (most
notably available from Intel and Westinghouse) generate the
necessary software automatically after acquiring the interaction
rules from the application developer. As a result, although
these may be initially more expensive, application development
speed may make the net system cost more competitive.

In general, there are limitations inherent in all the
software support packages provided by the vendors. This may, to
a large extent, be due to the youth of the technology with very
few established application niches. As these applications are
reproduced, commonalties are likely to emerge which will likely
encourage the development of more generic application generators.
These generators in turn, will promote the spread of the technol-
ogy to other applications.

6. Development tools

Although the software mentioned above may allow the integra-
tior of voice into an application, there is another aspect to the
support of speech systems. The Intel and Westinghouse packages
encourage full and careful use of the voice channel implementing
dialogue structures, editing support, vocabulary selection, and
syntaxing. This improves the probability that applications will

4 be properly designed and implemented by forcing the application
developer to consider all aspects of the user dialog.

High-level support for the Kurzweil, TI, Verbex 4000, Inter-
state S4000, and ITT CSR also exists. This support software,
while being well designed, is used primarily to support advanced

*6J recognition features (eg. syntaxing or training) and the broader
issues of a comprehensive verbal dialog are not addressed.

9
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- V. Performance Testing

In the design of performance tests for ASR's,a number of
issues must be addressed: 1) Selection of words to be tested; 2)
Identification of test scenarios; 3) Environmental conditions; 4)
The type of speech used for input (live vs. recorded); 5)
Parameter settings; and 6) Evaluation procedures.

S A. Vocabulary Selection

The selection of words to be tested is typically made based
on one or more of the following three factors. First, the words
selected may form a phonetically balanced word list so that all
phonemes represented in the language are in some way tested. The
words can also be selected based on the frequency with which they
are typically used in voice input applications (e.g. the so-

* called TI word list suggested by Doddington & Schalk (1981)).
Finally, the words selected for testing may be chosen with an ap-
plication in mind, in which case the words that will be used in
the application will provide the best indication of performance.

B. Scenario

Since an application does not consist of a random sequence
*of words, scenarios must be designed to implement transactions

that exercise the vocabulary in such a way as to be repre-
sentative of typical use. Depending on the application, the
transactions will be of varying lengths and degrees of dif-
ficulty. Transactions used for testing must either be repre-
sentative of an actual application, or general enough for generic
testing. Consideration must also be given as to whether to use
"syntaxing", and to what degree.

C. Environmental Conditions

If it is intended that the results be extended to a specific
task, the environmental conditions in which the recognizer is to

be tested should replicate the application environment as closely
as possible. These environmental conditions should include: the
noise characteristics of the application area; the acoustic
properties of the room ir which the application is located; and
the type of speech input apparatus that is required for the ap-
plication.

10
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D. Noise Characteristics

Automatic Speech Recognizer (ASR) performance accuracy is
influenced to some extent by background noise levels (Rollins et
al., 1983). The ambient noise dB level, the sound frequency dis-
tribution, and the variability of the noise are characteristics
that may degrade ASR performance. The reason for this potential
performance degradation is related to the influence of the back-
ground noise on the ASR, the speaker, and the microphone.

0 1. Effects of Background Noise on ASR's

When background noise levels become too high (eg. 85 dB(A)),
the signal-to-noise ratio may not be large enough for the ASR to
detect which, if any, word has been spoken (Rollins et al.,
1983). Depending on the spectral characteristics of the noise,
this may be experienced with or without a noise canceling
microphone. In this case, a rejection error is most likely to
occur (Rollins et al., 1983), though this is dependent on the
discrimination levels set on the ASR. Rejection and misrecogni-
tion errors are also likely to occur in inconsistent noise (sound
pressure levels varying more than 5 dB(A)), where the front end
gain function of the ASR does not accurately reflect the back-
ground noise. This problem is most significant when the ASR only
calibrates the front end gain once and for a brief period of
time.

Certain frequency characteristics of noise can also affect
the ASR performance, especially high frequency components ( >
10,000 Hz), outside of the normal speech range. Microphones
and/or ASR's typically attenuate background noise differently.
Noise canceling microphones are more effective below 2,000 Hz,
and provide little filtering above this frequency (Larson et al.
1986). Thus, high frequency noises can severely degrade ASR per-
formance, and in some cases prohibit the use of these recog-
nizers. This degradation often occurs because the high frequency
noise is not removed from the speech signal, and impedes the
identification of speech onset or termination.

4 - 2. Effects of Background Noise and Setting on Speech

It has been well documented that speech characteristics are
altered by high background noise levels (Pisoni et al. 1985;

,* ,. Lane et al., 1971; Draegert, 1951). The source of the background
noise - whether it is from machinery or from othe- speakers in a

II



room - is also of significance (Webster et al., 1962), as are the
room characteristics, the speaker task (reading aloud vs.
talking), the frequency components of the background (masking)
noise, and the use of hearing protection devices.

Characteristic changes occur in speech that is produced when
there is a masking noise present. These effects have been
demonstrated with background noises as low as 50 dB(A) (Lane &
Tranel, 1971). The changes noted in the speech include an in-
crease in vocal intensity (voice level increases by half the in-
crease in background noise); increases in fundamental frequency;
and an increase in syllabic duration and consequent decrease in
rate of speech (Lane & Tranel, 1971). When the masking noise is
produced by other speakers, the rate of speaking has been found
to increase and not decrease (Webster et al., 1962). A tilt in
the short term spectrum of consonants and vowels has also been
observed (Pisoni et al., 1985).

The size and reverberation characteristics of the room have
also been shown to alter speech characteristics. Black (1950),
found that speech rate was slower in large rooms (1900 cu. ft.),
as compared to small rooms (150 cu. ft.), and that speech was
slowest for large live rooms (reverberation time = .2-.3 sec.) as
compared to dead rooms (reverberation time = .8-1.0 sec.). It
was also found that the intensity of the speech was greater in
dead rooms as compared to live rooms, especially in the larger
room.

Garber et al. (1976), demonstrated that noise of equal in-
tensity differentially affected the voice level dependent upon

p.. the noises ability to interfere with (mask) the speech signal.
Noise with a range of 20-20,000 Hz produced a significantly
hagher vocal intensity when compared to noise ranges of 1800-2500
Hz; 4000-6000 Hz; and 20-250 Hz. Vocal intensities produced from
ma.3king noise with a frequency range of 1800-2500 Hz was also
noted to be significantly higher than those produced from a mask-
ing noise with a frequency range of 4000-6000 Hz. When noise of
eqial loudne:ss were presented, a similar differentiation oc-

curred. Vocal intensities produced in masking noise in the 20-
20,000 Hz and 350-700 Hz ranges were significantly higher than
those in the 1800-2500 Hz and 4000-600n Hz ranges. The vocal in-
tensity noted for the masking noise in the 1800-2500 Hz range was
alo significantly higher than that found in the 4000-6000 Hz
range. In general, Garber et al. found that the more the
frequency components nf the noise mask the speech signa2, the
greater the change in vocal intensity produced by the speaker.

Howell and Martin (3975) have dem2nstrated that speech is
de.3 a y,0 by speakers wearing hearing protectinn devices. Th-
hearing prorectcr affect3 the speakor '. ability 1o hear h-:!(hr'
Dwn voi.- (, CI us ion f ffecz .the hearing proec_,u ,Dn *-v:---
"attenu-ites tnE ai-)r-n- enerqy, but ha., !Itt~ls ,?f ert 1no
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bone conduction portion, except in the lower frequencies were the
perceived voice levels are actually amplified as a result of the
occlusion effect' (Berger et.al., 1986, p.368.). This results in
the speaker perceiving his own voice as being louder than it ac-
tually is as compared to the background noise level and a sub-
sequent reduction in voice level of 2 - 4 dB by the speaker
(Kryter, 1946; Howell & Martin, 1975).

Additional research has indicated that the above effects may
be altered unsystematically by factors such as speaker training
(instructions); speaker task; hearing loss, and sidetone effects
(Lane & Tranel, 1971; Siegel & Pick, 1974; Borden, 1979).

E. Input Apparatus

The microphone-ASR system combination must be chosen to
satisfy several performance and operational requirements in order
to facilitate ASR performance in the application setting. The
type of microphone, performance characteristics, reliability,

.' durability, ease of use, and comfort are important criteria that
need to be considered (Waller, 1985).

M4 Microphones presently in use with ASRs include: headset
microphones; handheld microphones; gooseneck microphones; wire-
less microphones (typically headset); and telephone systems. The
headset microphones can be either one-way (no verbal feedback) or
two-way (can be used for both speaking and hearing). The headset
microphones also can provide a full range of hearing protection.
In part, physical constraints of the application dictate the type

N of microphone selected. However, performance characteristics are
equally important in microphone selection.

The microphone chosen for a particular speech recognition
application must satisfy two performance characteristics. The
microphone must perform accurately and reliably in the specific
ASR application. Humidity, temperature, noise levels, physical
workspace layout, and the nature of the ASR task all influence
the microphone performance and subsequent recognition rates.
Technical constraints of the microphone must also be considered.

,C Frequency response, range, directionality, and stability (ability
to tolerate head movement without changing the microphone posi-
tion relative to the mouth) are necessary to assure reliable and
accurate input to the ASR. To date, the headmount microphones
most consistently satisfy the necessary requirements for speech
recognition (Plice, 1983).

Headmount microphones, although the best microphone at the
present *ime for speech recognition, have some negative at-
tributes h*ndering their usefulness in ASR applications. The
microphone can be uncomfortable, move out of position and may not

13
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cancel ambient noise sufficiently for successful recognition.

The specifications of the particular microphone model must
be considered in attempting to match the application needs of the

. task with the appropriate microphone. The microphones must
* restrict extraneous noise sounds from entering into the

microphone while enhancing the entrance of human speech sounds.
Therefore the attenuation characteristics of the microphone must
be matched with the frequency characteristics of the application
noise.

The application environment (temperature, humidity, dust)
also must be considered with respect to microphone durability.

Excessively high (above 55-60 C. 1130-140 degrees F.]) or exces-
* .~ sively low temperatures (below -25 C. [-13 degrees F.)) air pres-

sure changes, and high humidity levels have been found to alter
microphone performance (Peterson, 1980). The use of microphones

"-' in work situations may subject the microphone to damaging bumps,
* jolts, or vibrations. The microphone chosen for use in ASR ap-

plications must be able to withstand these environmental charac-

teristics.

An additional microphone characteristic is its physical
stability. The microphone must be able to be maintained in the

same relative position to the mouth throughout all applications.
The movement of the microphone piece severely degrades the per-
formance of the ASR.

F. Type of Speech Used in Research

When testing speech recognizers, an important question is
whether to use live sreakers or recorded/digitized data. There

are advantages and disadvantages in either of these methods of
speech input.

Proponents of using recorded/digitized speech support the

need for both a standardized testing procedure as well as a

standardized data base of speech input. They suggest that this
method is the only fair means of comparison between speakers due
to the variability that exists in a speaker's utterances of the
same word. Several tests of speech recognizers have Deen com-
pleted using this type of data base (Doddington & Schalk,1981;

S Baker, 1982; and Nusbaum et al., 1986).

Proponents of the use of live speakers suggest that this is

the most effective way to accurately compare systems as they

. might be used in an actual application setting. The inter and
intra-speaker variability is a naturally occurring phenomenon

* that should be accounted for, not controlled. This method also

provides the speaker with an opportunity to "tune his voice" to

14
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the specific ASR being tested. This typically occurs through the
feedback that the machine generates in both the training and

testing procedures. This adaptation to the system is often seen
and its effects on system performance are important. Finally,
the entry of recorded data into the ASR differs considerably from

the entry of live data. When played back, taped data must either
go directly into the ASR, hence by-passing the microphone, or

4- played out through a speaker which produces a speech signal dif-
ferent in many essential respects from orally produced speech.

The disadvantages of live speech is that its replication
requires a large number of speakers and it requires more time

than alternative approaches. However, this type of evaluation is
also more likely to provide a more realistic view of the system's
actual performance in an application setting.

1. Parameter Setting

Many, though not all recognizers allow the user to set
various parameters. These parameters typically are used to set
thz minimum match score (ie. how well the current utterance
matches the 'best' template) and match score difference (as the
minimum difference increases, the probability decreases that the

* runner-up' word is the correct match). Based on these
parameters, the decisions are made to report an utterance as
"recognized" or "rejected". If testing is performed with a

-. specific application in mind, these parameters may be adjusted to
suit that application. For generic testing, either several com-

p binations of these parameters may be tried, which increases the
testing effort, or a "forced choice" philosophy may be adopted so
that the system's ability to discriminate among similar sounding
words i.3 most conservatively tested.

VI. Method

A. Scenarios/Vocabulary

Three distinct speech scenarios were used for this study.
Tie first scenarlo used discrete speech and a 16 word vocabulary
(Appendix II). The second and third scenarios used connected
speech with 37 and 30 vocabulary words respectively (Appendix

* II!).

The second scenario was designed to measure recognition ac-
curacy for connected speech uning limited syntaxing. The sen-
tpncs con;ztructed for this scenario were d( signed to be ap-
pl, ation sp( clfic. Twenty four sentences were used for this

15
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task; twelve sentences were three words long, six were four words
long, and six were five words long. The syntaxing used for the
scenario varied among the recognizers tested. The Votan speech
recognizer had no syntaxing capabilities (except via subsets), so

fr the 37 unique vocabulary words used were available at all times
for recognition. The syntax used for the ITT recognizer was
restricted; the number of possible word choices were limited

I once the first word was recognized (Appendix IV). The syntax-
k6 ing used on the remaining three systems (Verbex, Interstate

4000, and TI), consisted of a first word choice (15 words), a
*- second word choice (15 words), a third word choice (15 words),

an optional fourth word choice (11 words), and an optional fifth
word choice (6 words). The recognition of the first word did
not limit the possible choices for the subsequent utterances,
except that they could only be chosen from the appropriate word
list (Appendix V).

The third scenario was designed to test recognition rates
for digits using a connected speech task and restricted syntax.
Five basic sentences were used for this scenario, but they varied
in number length (one to five digits). This resulted in 25 test
sentences (Appendix VI). The syntaxing used for the recognizers
tested in this scenario was equivalent since once the first word
choice was recognized, the second word choice was known (limited
to one choice) and all further utterances were known except for
the number string spoken. The spoken number string was con-
structed from the digits zero to nine, and contained sets of one
to five digits.

B. Equipment

" . 1. Recognizers

The Interstate Vocalink S4000 (Interstate 4000), ITT Multi-
"- buzz CSR (ITT), and Verbex Series 4000 (Verbex 4000) recognizers

S " were used for all three tasks included in this research project.
. The TI Speech Development System (TI) and Votan VPC 2100 (Votan)

V recognizers were used in all but the second connected speech
recognition task. Additionally, the following recognizers were
also tested in the discrete recognition task: an IPM Voice Com-
munication Adapter (IBM); an Intel iSBC 570 (Intel); an Inter-

state CSRB; and the Kurzweil Voice Systems speech recognizer
(Kurzweil).

All of the ASRs tested in this study are commercially avail-
able except for the ITT system. This ASR is still considered to

be a prototype research system.

16
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g 2. Microphones

The following microphones were used during this study: an AT
9100 headset microphone, a Kurzweil headset microphone; a
Prologue handheld microphone; a TI handheld microphone; a Shure
SMIOA headset microphone; and a Shure VR230 headset microphone.
The microphones used in this study were, in most cases, supplied
by the manufacturer of the speech recognizer being tested. When
the manufacturer did not supply a microphone, a Shure microphone
from the NCSU laboratory was used. The microphone-speech recog-
nizer combinations used in this study are listed in Table 2.

3. Recording Equipment

This study used a JVC Model CR 6060U videccassette re-
corder, a Vector Research VR 220A amplifier, two Acoustic Re-

* search AR-5 speakers, and two 3/4 inch 3M Professional VHS
videocassettes for the noise conditions tested. A GenRad 1565-B

.- sound level meter was also used for initial calibration of the
• noise and for the sound pressure level readings.

C. Speech Signals

- The voices of six speakers were used for this study. The
speakers, four male and two female, had varying degrees of
familiarity with the use of speech recognizers. They had no

3 known hearing disorders, were native speakers of English, and
ranged in age from 24 to 38 years.

For each scenario, the recognizers were tested in the room
• described below. The first test was completed under background

level noise conditions. The second and third tests were com-
pleted with masking noise being played through two speakers
which were approximately two feet away from the speaker and
recognizer. The order of the presentation of the masking n.e
was randomized and the noise consisted of either an -ndustr.aL
noise condition or a fa-:t food restaurant noise condition.

17
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Table 2. Microphone/Recognizer Combinations Tested.

Nicrophone

Recognizer AT91O0 Kurzweil Prologue TI SNiOA VR230
.................................................................

IBN X

Intel X

Interstate 4000 X
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Interstate CSRB X

- ITT X
.................................................................

S Kurzweil I

TI X
.................................................................

Verb x

Votan I

D. Environment

All recognizers except the ITT system, were tested in a
large classroom with high ceilings (11 ft.). The background

level of noise in the room was measured at 45 dB(A) and 61 dR(C)
(the A and C weightings are different descriptions of the noise

- characteristics). The ITT system was tested in a smaller office
area, and the background noise level was not measured, but was
not noticably different.

The sound pressure level measurements taken during the
playing of the industrial noise tape indicated an L.q = 79 dB(A).
The mean sound pressure level for the C-weighted readings was 82
dB(C). The range of sound pressure levels was from 62 dB(A) to
84 dB(A) and from 73 dB(C) to 96 dB(C). The standard deviation
of the A-weighted sound pressure level was 5.38.

The sound pressure level measurements taken during the

playLng of the fast food restaurant noise tape was less variable,
with a standard deviation for A-weighted sound pressure lev'l'-

of 1.36, and L. = 80 dB(A). The mean C-weighted sound pressure
.ev~l was 34 d.(C) . The range of the sound pr-snure 1-vels wa:-

from 78 dB(A) *,D 83 dB(A) and from 33 dB(C) to E7 dB(C).

18



The speech recognizer and the speaker were both in the free
field area of the room with respect to the speakers, so rever-
berant characteristics of the room were not included in any
data.

% .*

VII. Procedure

The procedure used for all scenarios consisted of a training
phase and a testing phase. Since the training phase varied be-

-4 tween the different types of scenarios, noise conditions, and
for the various recognizers, the procedures used in this study
are described according to these three factors.

A. Training Phase

1. First Scenario - Discrete Task

Two male and two female speakers were trained in the dis-
crete speech task. Three sets of templates were made for each
speaker and for each recognizer tested. The templates were made
according to the manufacturer's recommendations for the number of
utterances of vocabulary words required for accurate recognition

(Table 3). The training procedures used for all speakers have
, N thus been grouped according to similar types of suggested

manufacturer's procedures.

a. Votan

The training procedure for the Votan consisted of three ut-
terances of each vocabulary word. Each vocabulary word was
spoken once, and then this process was repeated two times.
Training for the two noiqe conditions consisted of this same
process, and all utterance s were made in the noise condition
being tested. The Votan system stores all templates, so there
was no feedback to the user relating to the closeness of the
templates, and no training utterances were rejected by the sys-

tpm.

b. IBM, Intel, Interstate CSRB, TI

The four systems in this category are similar in that they
all provide some feedback to the user relating the similarity
between the initial utterance of the word and the subsequent
training utterances (updated templates). The recognizer, &
times, rejected an updated utterance be,:,71Se 1t did not m.tch t:e
initial templato formed. Therefore, the numTrn 't 1ute-riAr .-
listed are the minimal number of utterancre s E word i -i,.r;

9 '
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that all utterances were accepted (though this was not always the
case). The Interstate CSRB required three utterances of each
vocabulary word while the Intel and IBM used four utterances.
The words were spoken sequentially; a complete pass was made
through the vocabulary before subsequent words were spoken. The
TI speech recognizer required five tokens of each vocabulary
word. Two utterances of each vocabulary word were completed
sequentially and then, three additional utterances of each word

-~. were completed. Training for the two noise conditions consisted
of the same process as described above with all utterances
spoken in the noise condition, with the exception oi the TI
which required two initial utterances to be made in no noise
with the three updated utterances being spoken with the noise
present.

Table 3. Number of Utterances Required for Training Recognizers

Voice # utterances # utterances
P Profile background noise @asking noise

Recognizer Silence Noise

IBN 4 4
- Intel 4 4

Interstate 4000 9 5 4
.' Interstate CSRB 3 3

ITT 10 @in. 3 0

Kurzweil 1 hour 3 3
L.TI 5 2 3

Verbex 9 5 4
Votan 3 3

c. Interstate 4000 and Verbex 4000

The training for both of these systems was identical.
Training was controlled by the recognizer and required ap-
proximately nine utterances of each vocabulary word. The user
was not provided with feedback on the accuracy of the word
spoken in comparison to the template of the word. However, the
user had the option of rejecting utterances if it was felt the
word was not spoken correctly. The presentation of the
vocabulary words to be spoken was randomized by the system.
Training of templates required that an initial training be com-
pleted in which each word was uttered approximately 5 times in
"quiet". A second trial was then completed in which the user ut-

20
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tered the vocabulary words four additional times under the noise
conditions in which the recognizer would be tested.

d. Kurzweil

The Kurzweil recognizer required that an enrollment process

be completed prior to the actual training of the vocabulary words
used in this scenario. The enrollment process forms a "voice

" *~ profile" which the system requires for each user. The enrollment

process took approximately one hour and is system controlled.
The training process of the words used in this study required
three utterances of each vocabulary word which was presented
serially. The training process was repeated for each of the
noise conditions with all utterances spoken with the appropriate

* noise background.

e. ITT

The ITT recognizer also required a "voice profile*, though
this process required approximately ten minutes. The actual
training process consisted of three utterances of each
vocabulary word. The templates were not remade for each noise
condition. They were made for the background noise condition
only. However, "silence templates" were recalibrated (adapted)
for the two noise conditions.

2. Second Scenario - Connected Speech

Two male and two female speakers were used for this task.
Each speaker attempted to make three sets of templates for each
recognizer. However, templates could not be made for two
speakers using the TI recognizer in any noise condition
(apparently due to the excessive memory required to store the
speech templates for their slow speech), one speaker was unable
to use the TI in the fast food restaurant noise condition (also

.* * apparently due to insufficient memory), and one speaker was un-
able to use the Interstate 4000 in the industrial noise condi-
tion (apparently due to the interaction between his voice and the
background noise). The templates were made in accordance with

P the manufacturers' specified procedures and, thus, the training
procedure varied between the recognizers.

a. Votan

The Votan recognizer required three utterances for each w-rd
in the vocabulary. The procedure used was the same as described
under the discrete task training procedures. The V.otan dio
permit ext'action of connected speech templates, however, when
this was attempted, the system ran out of memory spa- :>r f .e
templates.

|2
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S b. TI

The TI recognizer required the speaker to say a sentence and
- then to say isolated words from the sentence. The sentences were

, *! defined and developed by the recognizer. After all words had
been spoken using this process, the words were updated three
times using the system defined sentences for updating. This
process was repeated for each of the two noise conditions, except
that the initial training was done in quiet with the three up-
dated passes being done with the appropriate noise being
present.

c. Verbex 4000 and Interstate 4000S.

The training required for both of these recognizers was,
again, identical. The first phase consisted of the speaker
saying each word in the vocabulary using discrete speech. This
was followed by approximately four utterances of each word being
spoken using connected speech with sentence or sentence frag-
ments as the prompt. The updating phase consisted of each

speaker making approximately four utterances of each word using
connected speech as prompted with sentence or sentence frag-
ments. This process was repeated for each of the noise condi-
tions with the initial phase being completed in silence and the
update phase being completed with the masking noise present.

d. ITT

The training for the ITT system was controlled by the ITT
representative present during the training and testing of this
system. Training was continued until the templates had been fine
tuned to the representative's specification. Thus, training
varied greatly between the speakers. The ITT recognizer did not
require retraining for the two masking noise conditions, only the
"silence templates" were updated.

3. Third Scenario - Connected Speech

Two male and one female speakers were used for this
3cenario. Three sets of templates were made for each speaker for

each recognizer tested. The three recognizers tested in this
scenario, Interstate 4000, ITT, Verbex 4000, (the only systems
which supported adequate syntaxing for this scenario) were

trained using the same procedures as described for the second
* . scenario.

22
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S B. Testing Phase

1. First Scenario - Discrete Speech

Each speaker repeated the 16 words in the vocabulary ten
times in random order. The words were recorded as being cor-
rectly recognized; not recognized (rejected); or misrecognized.
For each misrecognition, the misrecognized word was recorded.
This process was repeated for each of the noise conditions for
each recognizer. A random order was used to test the recognizers
as well as the effects of noise to minimize any order effects.
The background noise condition (no noise) was presented first in
all cases.

' *: 2. Second and Third Scenarios - Connected Speech

Each of the sentences used in these scenarios was repeated
four times in sequential order. This process was repeated for
each noise condition and for each recognizer tested. The sen-
tences were recorded as being recognized correctly; rejected (no
sentence or sentence fragment recognized); or misrecognized, for
further analysis.

VIII. Results

The results from the three speech scenarios used to assess
the performance of the speech recognizers are presented

separately. Due to the distinct nature of these scenarios, the
results cannot be directly compared. Additionally, since the

% t systems were tested using their default parameter settings, some

exhibited forced recognition (the recognizer returned a match for
all utterances, a substitution error was preferred over a rejec-tion error) while other systems forced minimum separation (a

rejection was preferred over a substitution).

| A. First Scenario

iAn Analysis of Variance procedure (Sheffe, 1959;Ser,
1971) was used to initially evaluate the data. The dependent

variable was the number of words correctly recognized, and the
independent variables consisted of the following: recognizer,
noise conditions, speakers, recognizer by noise condition, and

' .. recognizer by speaker. This model accounted for 90 % of the to-
tal variance.
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As noted in Table 4, there were significant differences ex-
hibited due to differences in the recognizer used, the type of
noise in the environment, and the speaker providing the signal.

Additionally, the interaction between the recognizer and speaker
or noise was also significant.

Table 4. Analysis of Variance: Discrete Data

Source df SS F p

Recognizer 8 31840.30 37.68 ( .00C1
Noise 2 5218.35 24.70 < .0001

* Speaker 3 1975.51 6.23 < .0011
Recognizer * Noise 16 8135.65 4.81 < .0001

1 Recognizer * Speaker 24 5543.41 2.19 < .0088

Key:
df Degrees of Freedom
SS Sum of squares of deviations
F Computed F ratio
p Probability that the observed F ratio is due to chance -

Significance is arbitrarily defined at p <: .05

These effects were further analyzed using a Tukey's Studen-
tized Range Test (Tukey, 1952; Dunnett, 1980). Table 5 presents
a matrix of the significant differences (p<=.05) that were ob-

-. I tained between the recognizers based on the number of correct
*" recognitions. For example, the Votan performed significantly bet-

ter than the Verbex and Interstate 4000 systems. The mean recog-
nition rates obtained for the individual recognizers and the
Tukey Analysis can be found in Appendix VII and Appendix VIII,
respectively.

A Tukey test for the noise effect demonstrated that the mean

correct recognition rate for the no noise condition was sig-
nificantly higher than the mean recognition rates for both the
industrial noise condition and the fast food restaurant noise
condition (Figures 1, 2, and 3 with details in Appendix IX).
Analysis of the speaker effect indicated significantly higher
correct recognition rates for speaker 3 as compared to speakers 2
and 4. The results also demonstrated significantly higher recog-
nition rates -or speaker 1 as compared to speaker 4 (Figures 4,
5, and 6).
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Table 5. Differences Between Recognizers

[Tukey Test (alpha = .05)]

(: row significantly better than column
- column significantly better than rov)

Recogizer I 1 2 I 3 1 4 1 5 1 6 1 7 1 81 9

-------------------------- r-----
---- ----------- I---- I ----I. I . . .I ....I ...I ...I .I2 I I I -I -I -I III
----------- I . --- I ---- I --- -I . --- I .--- I .--- I .--- I .-- .-

3 1 + I I I I I I.1
-- ----.------- I .-- -I .-- - I ---- I -- -- I -- -- I --- --. 3 I I I I *.

----- ----I----I----I----I-- -6 + I . + I I I I I I

------ ---- I---- I----It---- I---- I---- I---- I----I - I16 + I + I I I I I I I I

----- ---- ---- I---- - -- I--------l---- ---- I-18 . I + I . I I I I I I
------------ --- I .--- I .--- I I.---- -- - I .-- .-- I ---- 1
91 *1 I I I I

-------- --- -I- I... I.. I .. I .. I .. I .. I -.9 11 1 -I "- "-

Key:

1 = Verbex
2 = Interstate 4000
3 : Votan
4zTI

. 5 = IBM
6 : Intel
7 z Interstate CSR8
8 ITT
9 = Kurzeil

1501
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Figure 1. Correct Recognition by Noise (160 maximum)
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/A summary of the interaction effect of recognizer by noise

as analyzed by the Tukey test are shown in Tables 6 and 7, with
the plus and minus signs having the same meaning as in the pre-vious table. This summary is limited to differences in which the

." noise condition was held constant. There are no results given
for the no noise condition as there were no significant dif-

, ferences in the correct word recognition rates between recog-
. nizers for the no noise condition. The complete results of this

analysis are located in Appendix X.
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Table 6. Differences Between Recognizers: Industrial Noise

p Discrete Speech

(Tuicey Test (alpha =.05))

* (+ = row significantly better than coluan
=coluan significantly better than row)

Recognir11 1 2 131 41 51 6 17 18 19 1
-------------------------- I-I----I-- -

------ ------ I----I----I----I -

------ ------ l----I----I----I -

------------- I----l----I----I
44 5+ .

------ ------ I----l----I----I -

6 1.+ + I I I I I I
------ ------ I----I----I----I -

*---------------I----I---------I----

------ ------ I----I----I----I -

------ ------ I----I----I----I -

* Key:

1 : erbex
-2 =Interstate 4000

3 =Votan

5 = BM
6 :Intel
7 :Interstate CSRB
8 =ITT

*9 :Kurzweil
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Table 7. Differences Between Recognizers: Fast Food Restaurant
Discrete Speech

[Tukey Test (alpha = .05))

(+ = row significantly better than column
- column significantly better than row)

Recognizer I I 1 2 I 3 1 4 1 51 6 I 7 1 8 1 9 1
------------------
1: I I I--II--i -I

- I~----- --- --- I----i----I---- --
m|2 I I i I-I I I I -I -I

* I~~---- --- * I------------I---- --

3 1 + I I I I I I I I
----- --- --- I----I----I---- --

----- --- I--I----I----I-I-- -
5 . I I I I I I I I I

------ ---- I--I ---- I---- I---- I---- I---- I---- I- -I

6 1 1 I I I I I
------ --------------- I ---- I---- I---- I---- I---- I---- I---- I--I

7 + " I + I I I I I I I
i--- ----- --- I --- I --- I .--- I .--- I .-- - I --.- I ---- I .--- I" B i. l +1 1 I I

----- --- -I----I----I----I-- -
* 9 1 + I I I I I I I

------------------ I--I----I-I----I-- -

, *.Key:

I = Verbex
2 : Interstate 4000
3 = Votan
4=TI

p ~ 5 IBM
6= Intel
7 Interstate CSRB

8- 11 TT

p9 : Kurzweil

Results from the Tukey analysis for the recognizer by
speaker interaction indicated significantly lower correct recog-

nition performance rates on the Interstate 4000 and Verbe- for
speakers 2 and 4 (female and male) as compared with all other
recognizers tested. Fc- speakers . and 3 (female and male) this

,. significantly lower performance rate was found only with the In-
terstate 4000.
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Confusion matrices for the recognizers having more than 10
misrecognitons and error matrices for all recognizers are in Ap-
pendix XI.

B. Scenario Two - Connected Speech

The data for the second scenario were initially analyzed
using a General Linear Models (GLM) procedure (Goodnight, 1971;

Sall, 1978). This statistical analysis was used due to missing
data for speaker 1 and 4 for all conditions on the Texas Instru-
ments recognizer and for speaker 3 under the industrial noise
condition using the Interstate 4000 and under the Fast Food noise
condition for the Texas Instruments recognizer. Though these
speakers made several attempts to use these systems, the

*" speaker's templates were either too large for memory (TI) or the
p recognizer was unable to detect any utterances made by the

*.. speaker (Interstate 4000).

The dependent variable for the GLM model was the number of
* . -, correct sentences, while the independent variables were recog-

* nizer, noise condition, and speaker. Interaction effects of

recognizer by speaker and recognizer by noise condition were also
included. This model accounted for 90% of the total variance.
Table 8 indicates that all main effects were significant , as was
the interaction effect of recognizer by speaker.

The significant effects were further analyzed using a Tukey
Test with an alpha level of .05. Table 9 illustrates the sig-
nificant differences in performance rates (correct sentences
recognized) between recognizers. A plus indicates that the

. recognizer listed in the row performed significantly (p<Z.05)
better than the recognizer listed in the column. A minus sign
indicates the opposite.

-~.*Results of the Tukey test for the noise effect demonstrated
significantly higher recognition rates for the no noise and fast

p food restaurant noise conditions as compared to the industrial
' noise condition. Results from the analysis of the speaker effect

indicated that overall, speaker 2 (female) attained significantly
higher recognition rates than did speaker 4 (male) (Appendix
XII).

Tables 10 through 13 are matrices indicating significant
differences for the speaker by recognizer interaction. Thie

- results are limited to those comparisons in which the speaker was
held constant. The complete results from this analysis are in
Appendix XIII.
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Table 8. GLM Results: Scenario 2

Source df Type 1 SS F

Recognizer 4 9106.86 35.31 <.001
Noise 2 1009.07 7.82 .002
Speaker 3 858.61 4.44 .013
Recognizer * Noise 8 1018.90 1.98 .094
Recognizer * Speaker 10 1895.80 2.94 .015

Source df Type 3 SS F p

Recognizer 4 9169.93 35.55 <.001
,N * Noise 2 485.49 3.76 .038

Speaker 3 743.09 3.84 .022
Recognizer * Noise 8 1059.18 2.05 .083
Recognizer * Speaker 10 1895.80 2.94 .015

Table 9. Differences Between Recognizers

[Tukey Test (alpha = .05)]

Recognizer I Votan I T I I Inter I Verbex I ITT

Votan I I
-- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - --- - -- -

Interstate I I -

Verbex + I -
--------------------------------------------------------------

%5 ITT 1 I + I + *
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Table 10. Differences Between Recognizers: Speaker 1

[Tukey Test (alpha = .05)]

Recognizer I Votan I T I I Inter I Verbex I ITT

Votan I I - I

TI It I

Interstate I I I I

Verbex I I I I I

ITT +I I I

Table 11. Differences Between Recognizers: Speaker 2

[Tukey Test (alpha : .05)]

Recognizer Votan I T I I Inter I Verbex I ITT
I .".

Votan I I I I Ii

. T[I I I ITI
--------------------------------------------------------------

. InterstateI I I I

" Verbex I I I
----.---------------------------------------------------------

ITT + I

S. -

9o
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Table 12. Differences Between Recognizers: Speaker 3

(Tukey Test (alpha z .05)]

Recognizer I Votan T I Inter I Verbex I ITT I

Votan I I I I I I

I I I I I I

InterstateI I I I I I

Verbex I I I I I I

ITT I I I I I

-----

Table 13. Differences Between Recognizers: Speaker 4

(Tukey Test (alpha = .05)1

Recognizer I Votan IT I I Inter I Verbex I ITT I

Votan I- - -

.:TI II III

Interstate I I I I I I

Verbex I + I

ITT I I

Though the interaction effect of recognizer by noise was not
significant for this scenario, a Tukey analysis was still com-

" pleted. The results from this analysis, with the noise conditons
held constant, are located in Tables 14 through 16. The complete
results of this analysis are located in Appendix XIV.

Matrices for the rejection and misrecognition errors for theH sentences are located in Appendix XV. The misrecognition errors
were further analyzed using error trees and these are alsc lo-
cated in Appendix XVI.
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Since the method of data construction for the Tukey test,
based on the GLM procedure does not indicate mean recognition
scores, these are included in separate tables in Appendix XVII.

Table 14. Differences Between Recognizers: No Noise

[Tukey Test (alpha .05))

fecoqnizer I Votan I T I I later I Verbez I ITT I

Votw I I I I I - I

, TI I I I I I I

InterstateI I I I I -

Verbez I I I I II

IIT

I
%€ Table 15. Differences Between Recognizers: Industrial Noise

[Tukey Test (alpha .05)]

f ecognizer I Votan I T I I Inter I Verbez I ITT I

Votan I I - I

TI

Interstate I I I I

Verbex I I

- . . . ~ *.*I..*.

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 16. Differences Between Recognizers: Fast Food Noise

[Tukey Test (alpha x .05)]

Recognizer I Votan I T I I Inter I Verbex I ITT I

Votan I I I I - I - 1

TI I I I I I - I

Interstate I I I I I I

Verbex +I I I I

C. Scenario Three - Connected Speech

An Analysis of Variance procedure was used to initially
analyze the data for this scenario. The dependent variable was5 the number of correct sentences, with independent variables con-

" sisting of recognizer, noise, speaker, recognizer by noise, and
- recognizer by speaker. This model accounted for 80 % of the to-

tal variance.

As noted in Table 17, only two main effects achieved
significance; recognizer and speaker. The data for this scenario
are limited by the reduced number of speakers and recognizers
tested. Therefore, independent variables that may otherwise have
had a 3ignificant effect, can only be viewed as having a tendency
to affect recognition rates.

a" ~Table 17. Analysis of Variance: Scenario 3

Source df 55 Fp

Recognizer 2 1658.74 4.92 .03
Noise 2 1185.85 3.52 .06
Speaker 2 3842.30 11.39 <.01
Recognizer # Noise 4 865.48 1.28 .33
Recognizer * Speaker 4 722.37 1.07 .41

P%
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The two significant main effects were further analyzed using
a Tukey's Studentized Range Test with an alpha of .05. Results
from these analyses demonstrate that the ITT recognizer achieved
significantly higher recognition rates as compared to the Inter-

* state 4000. Results from the speaker effect indicate that
* speaker 1 achieved significantly higher recognition rates than

speakers 2 and 3. The complete results from these analyses are
in Appendix XVIII. No further statistical analysis was performed
on the data from scenario three, as no other significant effects
were observed.

Matrices for the rejection and misrecognition errors for the
sentences are in Appendix XIX. The misrecognition errors were
further analyzed using error trees and these are also in Appendix
XX.

.~ IX. Discussion

The discussion section is in three parts. First, observa-
tions that apply to the entire project in general. Then two sec-
tions with remarks mainly pertinent to discrete and connected
speech, respectively.

A. General

It is not surprising that recognizer performance was higher,
overall, in low noise than in high noise conditions -- after
all, people hear better in low noise too. Yet there have been
reports of recognizers performing as well or better in very noisy

. environments than in less noisy ones. The results reported here
do not settle this question in either direction. Discrete speech
recognition was better under low noise, but connected recognition

C': was better under both low noise and fast food restaurant high
noise (i.e., mostly voice noise), as opposed to industrial high
noise with its much wider frequency spectrum. These effects,
however, were not uniform. Noise had different effects on dif-
ferent recognizers.

The major source of variability in speech recognition is the
individual speaker. Both inter and intra speaker variabilities
occur, often to a high degree. The effects of inter-speaker
variation is minimized when comparing ASRs, providing the same
speaker population is used throughout, which it was. While this
statistcally minimizes the effects of interspeaker variance, it
is still important to recognize that a significant recognizer *
speaker interaction term was observed in all but the most tightly
constrained case. This implies that it may often be necessary to
match speakers and recognizers in many applications.

Intra-speaker variation is affected by many psychological
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and physiological factors. They impact speech recognition within
a single speaker over time periods as short as a few seconds.
Day to day variations may be considerable, and may persist for a
long time. Thus, if a speaker has an "off" day when a certain
recognizer is being tested, those results may prejudice the

- results against that system (which argues for replication). Sig-
nificant drift experienced by motivated speakers, however, should
be relatively slow changing. Thus, the random deviations should
be slowly moving about the target templates. If the sessions are
not overly long, the net effect should be tolerable. Having more
speakers would have reduced the effect of the variance and,

.V thereby increased the probability of significant findings, leav-
ing these results as somewhat conservative

* With a small speaker pool, the order in which recognition
" systems are tested may be important, due to experience with

speech recognizers. Thus, although order was randomized as far
. ~ as possible, there is still the possibility that some order ef-

fects may still contaminate the results. Without a large speaker
pool, which allows full randomization of the order of testing,
this factor, if indeed significant, cannot be eliminated.

B. Discrete Speech

All of the above remarks apply in general to the discrete
A speech part of the experiment. Specific results indicated that

the Verbex 4000 and the Interstate S4000 performed significantly
poorer than the other systems. Both these machines were designed
specifically for connected speech, and were, therefore,operating
at a severe disadvantage on an isolated word task. The Kurzweil
recognizer, despite its long enrollment process, and its design
for large vocabularies, did relatively poorly on the 16 word
vocabulary. We do not discount the possibility that the exces-
sively long enrollment procedures (which may be necessary for
larger vocabularies) may have "put speakers off" this device,
either consciously or subconsciously.

This study found a significant interaction between the
various recognizers and various noise conditions. The recognizer
* noise term implies that it is not likely that any one of the
current recognizers will have the best performance under all
noise conditions. This interaction appears to be primarily due
to better relative performance of the Kurzweil system with the
Fast Food background noise. For this reason, this interaction
may not be oberved under different conditions.

The 16 word vocabulary chosen to test the discrete speech
recognizers consisted of the ten digits and six control words.
This is not a particularly difficult vocabulary, and the fact.. that all recognizers did not perform at near perfect levels may
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be a strong, but sad, indication of how much progress remains to

be made in ASR design. Even more strongly it indicates how im-
portant are the user and user environment. There is little doubt
that with carefully chosen, highly trained and motivated users in
a controlled environment (not necessarily noise free), near per-
fect performance can be obtained by all vendors on such small
vocabularies. The use of "average" speakers in a loosely con-
trolled environment is, however, justified as being closer to

'2 likely application scenarios.

Error analysis consisted of tabulating and analyzing rejec-
tion errors and substitution errors (while noting the substituted
word). Speakers were not allowed to enter non-vocabulary words
or sounds, so that insertion errors did not occur. (An insertion
error is when the recognizer interprets some non-vocabulary word,
or a sound such as a cough, as a word in the vocabulary.) To

- measure performance vis-a-vis insertion error avoidance, the
., ..E recognizer threshold values (or their equivalents) would have to

be adjusted, which was deemed impractical at the time.

The generic approach of setting the recognition parameters
at manufacturer's recommended levels was taken. Experience has
shown, however, that depending on the demands of the application,
much benefit may result from an adjustment of these parameters.
Indeed, there is evidence that individual speakers may benefit
from a fine-tuning of these parameters to their idiosyncratic
needs. A close study of how threshold adjustment might affect
the relative performance among recognizers was beyond the scope

: ., of the project, however, and should be considered for future re-
* search.

C. Connected Speech

Table 9 indicates that the ITT ASR did significantly better
than the other four, and that the VOTAN did significantly worse

,'. than all but one other recognizer. There are several factors

j v.-. that may account for this observation.

In the case of the ITT machine, testing was done in a dlf-
ferent room due to overheating problems in the laboratory that
housed the other tests. Additionally, the ITT system was a
prototype system and required ITT technical assistance. As a" " prototype, not all the necessary enrollment evaluation routines
exist. This forced technical intervention in the enrollment

stage and perhaps allowed the system to be tailored more
precisely to the scenario than was possible with the development
tools available with the other systems. Because of the substan-
tially greater computing power and memory, the ITT machine also

k ... permitted the strictest syntaxing. That factor, too, helped to
account for the better results.
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The use of "syntaxing" is a crucial factor, especially in
connected speech, but in discrete speech as well. All the recog-
nizers tested operate by comparing a current template with a
series of prestored templates gathered during enrollment. The

*more prestored templates, the greater the chance for error. Syn-
taxing allows the comparison to be made on a subset of the pres-
tored templates, hence reducing the possibility for error. The
term syntaxing is used because the subsetting operation is
generally based on the permissible co-occurrence of utterances.
By designing transactions that permit 'heavy" syntaxing -- the
reduction of candidate templates by an average factor of three or

4 more -- recognition performance can be dramatically improved. As
noted above, part of the reason for the success of the ITT recog-
nizer was due to its ability to handle heavy syntaxing.

The VOTAN device, on the other hand, permitted no syntaxing

whatsoever, which put it at a disadvantage compared to the other
machines. The only ASR the VOTAN did not perform worse than was
the TI. The TI machine, however, refused to perform at all for
two of the four speakers whose natural speaking rate was slower,
apparently due to limits on available memory. In one sense, this

" " lack of data severely compromises any conclusions that could be
drawn about the TI machine, or a comparison between it and the

* VOTAN. In another sense, however, the comparisons are quite
valid since the TI was functionally unable to perform the task.
Thus, while syntaxing may substantially reduce errors, it may be
a two-edged sword; it may increase the task support complexity
beyond the capacity of many recognition systems.

Error analysis in connected speech is far more difficult
than in discrete speech because a much wider variety of error is
possible. In addition to substitution errors, and possibly
rejection of all or part of the input, the following errors may
- ccur: Insertion errors: extra words are inserted. Deletion

. errors: spoken words are omitted. Merge errors: two or more
words are recognized as one or more words Split errors: one or
more words are recognized as two or more words. These errors may
occur in any combination and in any number in a given utterance,
sometimes leading to recognizer output that is best described as
*word hash."

One way of reporting results for connected speech, is to
simply report on the percentage of sentences interpreted without

* error. This was the initial basis for comparison among the five
ASRs used in this connected speech scenario. Additionally, in-
dividual tabulations were completed to indicate which of the sen-
tences the recognizers completely rejected (no recognition of any
word); and which of the sentences contained any of the pre-
viously mentioned errors (Appendix XV). The sentences that con-
tained some type of tecogniton error were further analyzed using
error trees (Appendix XX).
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aThe error trees compiled for this study were developed in an
effort to assess the degree and manner in which an individual
recognizer errs in word identification once at least one word in
a sentence has been misrecognized, omitted, or inserted. Such an
analysis is of interest, because certain types of errors are
easier to handle than others (depending on the magnitude of the
errors). For example, suppose two recognizers achieve the same

*percentage correct sentences for a given scenario, but when the
first recognizer errs, it returns a sentence that is totally in-
coherent and unrelated to what was said, whereas the second
recognizer returns a sentence with a single substitution error.
The second recognizer's performance should be considered superior
to the first recognizer since the error of the second recognizer
could be corrected more easily than the error of the first recog-
nizer.

In an attempt to quantify errors made in Scenario 2, two
values were computed for each recognizer by noise condition,

* length of transaction (3, 4, or 5 words), and speaker. These
values (right margin of Appendix XVI) indicate the number of
words correctly identified (R) over the total number of the words
(L) in the transaction (R/L) and the number of wrong words
(insertions, merges, splits and misrecognitions) (W) over the to-
tal number of words (L) in the transaction (W/L). The numbers
listed were averages obtained based on analysis of all the errors
for the particular recognizer, noise condition, sentence length,
and speaker. Since the number of sentences containing errors
varied by recognizer (Appendix XIX), the percentages only indi-
cate the type and degree of error that occurs when an error does
occur.

S-. The value for the first percentage, R/L, ranged from 0 to 1.

Zero indicated that the recognizer did not correctly identify and
word spoken, and one meant that the recognizer correctly recog-
nized all the words spoken, but also inserted words that had not
been spoken. The value for the second percentage, W/L, is in
theory unbounded, with numbers approaching infinity occurring
when a recognizer cannot detect the end point of an utterance(as
might occur in a high noise environment). However, in this
study, the number rarely exceeded a value of 1, except when the
recognizer used strict syntaxing and misrecognized the utterance

a completely.

In theory, with all other factors being equal, the better
recognizers, those that would be most amenable to present day er-
ror detection and correction strategies, would be those that had
high R/L percentages and low W/L percentages. Two caveats must
be made. This scoring method judges an omission error to be bet-
ter than a substitution error (which is debatable). For example,
suppose the following sentence was uttered, "Driver move tank out
slower". If the recognizer returned the sentence "Driver move
tank out faster", the first percentage would be R/L = .8 (4/5
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.8), while the second percentage would be W/L = .2 (1/5 = .2).
(The results of this type of error could also lead to serious

"* problems for the driver of the tank!) However, if the recognizer
returned the sentence "Driver move tank out" the R/L still equals
.8, but W/L now equals zero. (The Driver of the tank could also
ask for the correct speed with which to move the tank!) A second
problem with these percentages is that they do not indicate
whether the recognizer is consistently making the same mistakes
for the same sentences,(in which case retraining the recognizer
may solve the problem), or if the errors are inconsistent and
randomly distributed (may require redesign of application).

The two percentages calculated could also be supplemented by
a third number, not completed for this project. This numbar
would reflect the degree to which the recognizer is able to iden-
tify the correct number of word boundaries (correct number of
words utterred). This number could be considered the ratio of
the difference between the number of words utterred minus the
number of words recognized (D) over the total number of words (L)
in the sentence (D/L). The better recognizers (more amenable to
error detection and correction), would be those whose D/L ratio
approached zero.

The R/L and W/L ratios, though initially computed at the
lowest level of recognizer * noise * sentence length * speaker
are also listed for levels of recognizer * noise * sentence
length; recognizer * noise; and recognizer (Appendix XX). Again,
as the numbers are based on an average incorrect utterance only,

and not on the number of incorrect utterances, the data must be
reviewed cautiously. A recognizer that misses one utterance in a
thousand but reports no correct words for that sentence will ap-
pear the worse than a recognizer that always returns one or two
errors in each sentence. Therefore, the error trees must be in-
terpreted with the additional data in Appendix XV. When two
recognizers have approximately the same number of misrecognized
sentences, the error trees can be used for meaningful com-
parisons.

The error trees for the third scenario were constructed so
as to accurately reflect the type of errors that occurred with
the connected digits. Since the scenario employed a highly
restricted syntax, for all but the connected digits, the other
words in the sentence were correctly recognized (with only a few
exceptions).

The three error trees thus reflect the types of errors (S
substitutions, I = insertions, 0 = omissions), that occurred for
each of the recognizers tested (Verbex, ITT, Interstate 4000).
The results for each recognizer were further categorized by the
noise condition in which the recognizer was tested (N). At the
lowest level, the data reflect recognizer error by noise (N), by
error type (S,1,O), by speaker (el, s2, s4).
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These results, in contrast to the previous error trees, rep-
resent the total number of errors for each speaker by error type,
noise and recognizer, and can therefore accurately be compared
with each other (between recognizers). However, the results
again, do not reflect "consistent* recognizer error where the
same mistakes are always made, as opposed to "random" errors.
However, consistent recognizer error would be much easier to cor-
rect (typically by retraining the particular digit template).
The error trees also do not weight the different types of errors
in any way when obtaining the average errors per speaker score

5 (SE). The resulting score is somewhat misleading in that the
correction for substituted digits would be significantly harder
than correction for insertions or omissions.

X. Summary and Conclusions

While there is no conclusive evidence, then, that any of the
"p. recognizers tested consistantly excelled beyond the others, some

important conclusions can be drawn about the recognition of con-
nected speech in general.

The "care and feeding" of speakers is all important. ThisI point cannot be emphasized too strongly. Performance appears to
vary depending on the mood, motivational level, and frustration
level experienced by speakers. Systems (and applications) must
be designed to minimize these performance moderators. The notion
that any worker can use a recognition system with just a few
hours of orientation is wrong and may often result in the failure
of a project that might otherwise be a success.

At the same time, designer and manufacturers of ASRs must

pay attention to the extraction of linguistically significant in-
•~ 2 formation from the speech signal. Humans have little trouble un-

derstanding other humans when they are angry, sick, or sobbing.
S'' The information is present in the speech signal; it remains to be

used.

Training time varied somewhat among recognizers. The en-
rollment procedures for both the Verbex and the Interstate was
considerably longer and more tedious than for the ITT, for ex-
ample. Users of systems are likely to experience a substantial
amount of training as long term speech shifts occur. As a
result, it is very desireable to have minimal training time to

reduce the non-productive time an employee spends on the system.

None of the devices tested could be used in a speaker inde-
pendent setting, nor did any claim to be speaker independent.
Although it is often thought that speaker independence is neces-

sary for application value, the larger vocabularies *-f the
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speaker dependent systems make them useful today for many tasks.

Moderate vocabulary size systems are available from a number
of vendors that should have the capability of supporting educa-
tional as well as performance maintenance roles.

Speaker independent systems are currently limited to small
vocabularies and are probably of insufficient robustness to sup-

-. port class or field applications. Watch this group - much work
is being done and there will likely be some major progress in the
short term.

Speaker dependent discrete systems are currently most noise
tolerant. With proper design, they will likely be adequate for

- most class or field applications.
p."

Speaker dependent connected recognizers are becoming much
* less noise sensitive. As this evolution proceeds, they will

likely be perceived as more appropriate for all applications.
There are many assumptions but no current evidence, however, that
suggests that humans interact better with a connected speech
recognizer.

The wide variation of software support provided by the ven-
dors results in difficult "porting" of applications from system
to system. A very useful research and development task would be
the development of an "application generator" that not only sup-
ported a range of products from different vendors, but also en-
couraged the voice system integrator to fully consider the many
application design issues (eg. prompting, help, editing, error
recovery, etc.).

Finally, the technology is certainly mature enough to sup-
port both training and maintenance applications. In such a

scenario, most of the voiced input would be commands, so even
discrete speech recognizers would function well. The addition of
an intelligent post-processor to further filter the input would
likely reduce the potential impact of most recognizer errors to
verification rather than editing or re-entry. Unfortunately,
this post-processing function is not available in a generic for-

- mat and will require application specific development. The basic
premises of such a system are, however, known. It is suggested
that the next step is to develop an application prototype and,
through the prototype, define the requirements for an error

detection and correction post processor.
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XI. Glossary

Application generator - Software with the capability to automati-

cally generate the necessary programs to support an application
baseed on design requirements input.

Coarticulation - The phenomenon observed when pronouncing two
words together results in the component sounds being changed.

Connected speech - Speaking words fully and distinctly with no
unnatural pauses between them.

Continuous speech - Speech as typified by human to human speech.
Words are often run on and sounds are missing.

DbA - Sound pressure measurement (in decibels) using the A
weighting scale.

DbC - Sound pressure measurement (in decibels) using the C
- weighting scale.

Discrete speech - Speech in which each word is fully and dis-
- tinctly pronounced with short pauses between each word.

Dynamic update - The process of updating speech recognition
templates during performance without the need to enter some per-
formance maintenance process.

Enrollment - The process of training the speech recognition sys-

tem to the user's voice. Templates are extracted from prompted
speech to be used for future comparison.

Form factor - Physical attributes of a system. Determines which
host systems are compatable, ie. will the board fit?

Front end gain - Amplification applied to the signal provided by
the microphone.

* Front-end amplifier - Amplifier to provide front end gain.

Intensity - Amplitude of speech or noise usually related in dB.
'I

"- L.q - Equivalent or perceived loudness.

-"Loudness - Perceived intensity.

Match score - The degree to which an utterarce matches a stored
.-.- template.
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Multibus -Computer backplane standard.

- PC bus - Computer backplane standard.

liRS-232 - Communications protocol standard (this one is not always

interpreted the same by all vendors).

Speaker dependent - Speech recognition in which the user must
have enrolled speech patterns.

Speaker independent - Speech recognition in which utterences are
identified using generic information.

: j:, Speech onset - The start of an utterance; nominally when the
j. energy level increases above ambient.

Speech template - A pattern derived from speech against which fu-
ture utterences will be compared.

*Speech termination - The end of an utterence; nominally when the
energy level returns to ambient.

Syntaxing - The specification of rules which identify the pos-
*sible (allowed) sequence of words in the vocabulary.

Template - Stored pattern derived from speech during training
against which future utterences are compared.

Token - Often used interchangably with template but usually is a
template derived from a single utterance.

Transaction generator - Software that automatically generates the
necessary programs to support application transactions. This is
a subset of application generators.

Tukey test - A statistical test to isolate sources of sig-
nificance from pooled information.
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S Appendix I. Vendor List

Product name, contact and address:

Dr. H. Mangold
AEG Telefunken achrichtentechnik GmBh
Postfach 1120 7150 Bachnang, Vest Germany

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent?
Type of speech:
Method of speech recognition:
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary:
Vocabularies in system:
Word length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time:
Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility:
Languages Supported:
Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Ki Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:
Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price:
Size of system:
Customer Support:
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Product name, contact and address:

IT's Conversant 1 Voice System
Dr. Christopher D. Farrar
ITIT
6200 East Broad Street Columbus, Ohio 43213
614-860-3278 or 800-341-2272

Description of Product Capabilities:

So Speaker dependent or independent? Both
Type of speech: Isolated and Connected
Method of speech recognition: template with phonetic enhancements

. •Training Method: 2 to 4 for Dep

* ~ Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: Dis Ind digits,yesono,oh; Con Ind digits, yes, no; dep 256 words
Vocabularies in system: n/a
lord length limit: Dis - sax 2.01 sec; others application dependent
Built in syntaxing: optional
Response time: 250 e maximum to next prompt
Minimum time between utterances: for dep is programmable default 195 me
Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: Stand alone; Unix operating system; asynchronous, bisynchronous 3270 & SNA/SDLC
* Languages Supported: C

Programing required: none required

f icrophone / Telephone information

Telephone access: yes
lecomended microphone and/or jack type:
telephone

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests: not available
Tests in noise: no specific testing but meant for telephone lines
Existing Applications: yes stock quotation,

Price and size information

Price: pricing on individual basis; volume discounts available to VAR's
.1 Size of system: 25x22x15 *"001 s

Customer Support: training and warranty

.N.
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Product name, contact and address:

SSB-1000 Speech Recognition Board
Mr. Arthur V. Celona
AUDEC
299 Market Street Saddle Brook, Rev Jersey 07662
201-368-3848

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: discrete
Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: one pass for enrollment, 2 additional training passes

Vocabulary Limitations

* , lumber of vords in active vocabulary: 144
Vocabularies in system:
Vord length limit: 2 sec v/ 150 mas gap between words
Built in syntaxing: application dependent
Response time: 250-300 as
Minimum time betmeen utterances: 150 mas
Templates updated continuously: yes

Compatibility of System

* System compatibility: any computer with RS-232 port or 8 bit parallel port. Can stand alone.
' Languages Supported: Macro commands, 6502 assemble language, any resident language for host system

Programming required: not required

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: yes with additional design
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:
none recommended

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests: none
. Tests in noise: not defined

" . Existing Applications: Telephone, Remote equipment management, toys
Price and size information

* Price: $250 with discounts for multiple purchase
Size of system: 5 in x 5 in; 'one pound
Customer Support: yes

5
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Product name, contact and address:

Philip T. Mclaughlin
Audopilot
19 Antoine Court Hunington, New York 11743
516-351-4862

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent?
Type of speech:
Method of speech recognition:
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary:
Vocabularies in system:
lord length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time:
Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

-.'. System compatibility:
A': Languages Supported:

Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:
Existing Applications:

Price and size information

.' Price:
Size of system:
Customer Support:

N
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Product name, contact and address:

Calltalk DVIO Model 100
Mr. J. Levenberg
Calltalk LTD
Hamasger 56 Tel-Aviv, Israel 67214

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: continuous speech
Method of speech recognition: templates
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

!Iumber of words in active vocabulary: 500 words
Vocabularies in system:
lord length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time: less than 400 mas

,,) Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility:
Languages Supported:
Programing required:

9 Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:
Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price:
Size of system: 17x6.5x22.5 55.5lbs
Customer Support: yes

S
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Product nam, contact and address:

Mr. Barry Cohen
CE Electronics
481 Eighth Avenue Suite 726 New York, New York 10001

Description of Product Capabilities:

• Speaker dependent or independent?
Type of speech:
Method of speech recognition:
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

umber of words in active vocabulary:' , Vocabularies in system:

Vord length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time:
Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

-. System compatibility:
Languages Supported:
Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
*Tests in noise:

Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price:
Size of system:
Customer Support:

)4
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Product name, contact and address:

Voicescribe 1000
Dr. Janet Baker
Dragon Systems, Inc.
55 Chapel Street Newton, NA. 02158
617-965-5200

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: isolated
Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: train each word

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 1000
"01 Vocabularies in system: n/a

Vord lenqth limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time: near real timeHMinimum time between utterances:

Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: IBM PC/XT or AT
* "Languages Supported:

Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:
Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price: $200 minimum 1,000 units
Size of system:
Customer Support:

5
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Product name, contact and address:

Voicescribe - 20000
Dr. Janet Baker
Dragon Systems, Inc.55 Chapel Street Neton, MA. 02158

617-965-5200

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? independent
Type of speech: isolated
Method of speech recognition: phonetic
Training Method: 30 minutes

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: 20,000
Vocabularies in system: n/a
Word length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time:
Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: IBM PC XT or AT
Languages Supported:
Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:

r Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price: 0500 minimum 1,000 units
Size of system:
Customer Support:
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5 Product name, contact and address:

Mr. Yasuo Sato
p +, .I F i t s u , L t d .S;OS Kami-Odanaka Nakakara-ku, Kawasaki 211 Japan

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent?
Type of speech:
Method of speech recognition:
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary:
Vocabularies in system:

" v lord length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time:

* . Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility:
Languages Supported:
Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

-. Telephone access:
. .Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

S* Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:
Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price:
q Size of system:

Customer Support:

CO
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Product name, contact and address:

Most activity is IHAD & CRAD in support of Defense Department - no product
Dr. John N. Daoulakis
Gould Electronics
40 Gould Center, Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008
312-640-4400

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: isolated or connected
Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: I to 5 times inserting individual words

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: 256
Vocabularies in system: 256
Vord length limit: minimum word length 0.1 sec.
Built in syntaxing: none
Response time: 200 a at low noise; 500 as at 0 dB SNR
Minimum time between utterances: 200 as
Templates updated continuously: yes, environmentally adaptive

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: Special purpose stand alone; operational on VAX 11/780
Languages Supported: Fortran, C, Pascal
Programming required: none

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: not tested yet
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:
flexible, minimum telephone bandvidth

Testing of ASR

* Independent Tests: none
Tests in noise: many test completed in noise
Existing Applications: experimental and evaluation only at this time

Price and size information

Price: Quotation
" Size of system: .35 ft cubed

Customer Support: customized products; support negotiated in cont
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Product name, contact and address:

Mr. Akira Ichikawa
Hitachi, Ltd.
1-280 Higashi-Koigakubo Kokubunji, Tokyo 185, Japan

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent?
Type of speech:
Method of speech recognition:
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary:
Vocabularies in system:

, -. Vord length limit:
Built in syntaxing:
Response time:

* .Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility:
Languages Supported:
Programming required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests:Tests in noise:

* *." Existing Applications:

Price and size information

* 4'Price:
* Size of system:

Customer Support:
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Product name, contact and address:

Voice Communication Adapter
Mr. Fred McNeese

-I*. IBM
IBM Entry Systems Division Boca Raton, Florida 33432

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
*, Type of speech: discrete

Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: user defined, 4 utterances recommended

- Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 64
is Vocabularies in system: up to 5

' . Word length limit: 2 seconds
-Built in syntaxing: user defined

Response time: real time
, Minimum time between utterances: 'brief pause'

Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: IBM PC
Languages Supported: has transparent keyboard
Programming required: none required

S Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: yes
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:
high impedance with 2.5mm connector

1 Testing of ASR

Independent Tests: yes
Tests in noise: yes

.- Existing Applications:
Price and size information

Price:
Size of system: board
Customer Support: yes
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Product name, contact and address:

iSBC 570
*Dan Fink

Intel Corp.
3065 Bowers Avenue Santa Clara, CA. 95051"' 408-987-8080

Description of Product Capabilities:

-* Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: isolated

17. Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: three training passes suggested

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 200
NI Vocabularies in system: n/a

Word length limit: up to 2 seconds
Built in syntaxing: user defined
Response time: real time

. Ninimum time between utterances: varied, user defined
Templates updated continuously: yes

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: Multibus channel, serial channel and local channel
Languages Supported: C
Programming required: speech transaction files

k Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: no
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:
female jack for Shure SM-10 microphone

A, iesting of ASR

Independent Tests: yes
ests in noise: yes

- - Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

Price: unknown
Size of system: 6.5x!7x22 (60 lbs.)
Customer Support: yes

.
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Product name, contact and address:

Interstate Voice Products1849 Vest Sequoia Ave Orange, CA. 92668
714-937-9010

Description of Product Capabilities:

- Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: continuous
Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: system controled

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 100 words
Vocabularies in system: multiple
lord length limit: .1 to 2.0 seconds 15 chars/word
Built in syntaxing: yes
Response time: < 300 ms
Minimum time between utterances: n/a
Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

,T System compatibility: PC DOS or MS DOS
' . Languages Supported: all supported by DOS

Programming required: grammar and translation files defined by user

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: no
Recommended microphone and/or ,ack type:
headset or wireless

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests: yes
Tests in noise: yes

-~ .Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

)" t Price:
Size of system: 17x4x12 15 lbs.
Customer Support: yes
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Product aims, cotact amd address:

kiltibus CSI
Richard C. Sadler
1I Defense Comunications Division
492 River Road Nutley, be Jersey 07110-369%
201-284-4234

Descriptios of Product Capabilitiss:

SpWk dds ndt or iaspsWt? depedunt
Type of speech: both
Nethod of speech recognition: template
Tranlinq Nethod: systm defined initially, but "sr lefiAed I of itterancesivord

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabuary: 40 active templates 6 20K to 300 wordsi
Vocabularies in system : 5 but is expandable to 30
lord length limit: n/a
kilt in syrataxinq: user programmabie syntax 60 moe. 290 vords/node
Response tim: (25 We
RiMistu tim betwee uterances n/a

.- mplates updated costinvousy- n
.pmtibl:ty of System

* /3vaes sor ::iy Veixit 7)S
"arg(uage. Spported! and assest.y
S-oqrtA"Inq req ired 'ysts defined fcr ;raar

!.:opnone 'e.epnone inforsat for

@e.erhone access -c
Rerssmhia'C @7rcuphone and'or *act lype

ap~..a~oIdependent
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Product nme, cotact ad addres.

fir. 10 IMMf[rwnel 1 Vo ed Intelligence, Inc.

411 favrll Oaks load Waltham, U. 02154
I617-813-51 1

Decription of Product Capabil itime:

Speaker '---et or independent? depemet, limited independent
?pte of speech: imolated
Retbod of speech recoqmitio: template plus other proprietary algorithm
?raiainq etbod: one to three tims for each utterance

, Vocabulary Limitations

lumiber of words in active vocabulary: 1000
- Vocabularies in system: multiple
• lord leoqtb limit: up to several secoeds

built in syutaxing: optimal, U developed
Rspowe time: <.5 sec
-.niemu ties between utterances: 60-180 as
mplates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

System comptibility: IN PC compatible, connects to ASCII 4 3270 hosts vo modification to host s/
Lam"uaqe. Supported: KVS libraries written in C can be linked u/ objects produced by other languages
Progra ing required: non required

Nicrophone / Telephont information

Telephone access: limited
Reconended microphon and/or ;ack type:
5 pin DIV connector, headset & handset available

.- ?esting of ASI

!ndependefit !ests: yes
I. Tets in noise: reliable in high continuous noise environments

Ezxit nq kpplications: yes

* ,Price and size information

Price: KVS-AA 86500, volume discounts availableeSize of =Sstelm: ',4x.5xB 18 lbs

stoeer upport: yes

,
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Product ame, contact and address:

Voice-Iacrod
Ellen L. Clark
Nicrophouics
25-37th St. I.E. Suite B Auburn, Va. 98002
206-939-2321 00-32S-9206

Descriptioe of Product Capabilities:

. Speaker dependent or independent? depenent
Type of speech: discrete

, Nethod of speech recognition: template
. Traininq Method: I pass

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: 128
Vocabularies in system:
Vord length limit: 2 seconds
Bilt in syntazaaq: no
lesponse tie:
Minimum tin between utterances:
Template updated continuously:

. Compatibility of System

System compatibility: I3 PC,XT,AT
" Languaqes Supported: DOS compatible
" Proqraminq required: DOS compatible

Nicrophone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
kecoeended microphone and/or jack type:

Testingq of ASl

Independent Tests:
Teats in noise: yes

* Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price:
Size of system: board
Customer Support:

V1 5J
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Product name, contact and address:

Kr.- Jun Qyasada
PEC America Inc.
8 Old Sod Farm load Nelville, low York 11747
S16-753-7000

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker depyendent or independent? dependent, limited independent
Type of speech: isolate.4 and connected
Nethod of speech recoqnilifin: template
Training Method:

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: 500 words
Vocabularies in system:
ford length limit:
Built in sy1taxing:
Response time:
Minimum time between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

Compatibility of System

System compatibility:
Languages Supported:

* Programeing required:

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testing of ASN

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise: 80 - 85 dB
Existing Applications:

Price and size information

Price: 15"9 - $9,99S
Sizeosytm
Customerzupport: yes
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p Product sae. contact and address:

Austin bordeaux
IDA .I1oicoa tD Associates
P.O. so, %95 4640 Adiralty lay arina sDl lay, CA. 90295
213-822-1715

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependeet or independent?
Type of speech:
Nethod of speech recogition:
Tralnin Nothod:

MC Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary:
Vocabularies in system:
lord length limit:
kilt in srntaxin:Repos tin:

Ninimum tim between utterances:
Templates updated continuously:

*Copatibility of System

System compatibility:
Languaqge supported:
Proqramminq required:

Microphose / Telephone information

Telepboae access:
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

Testinq of 5I3

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise:

. Existinq Application:

Price and size information

Price:
Site of lyst:
Customer Support:

p..
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Product ae, contact and address:

Coretecha VI 3 Speech Teruisal
lapse Lafitte
Scott Instrusmes Corp.
1111 Willow Sprinqs Dri, Deetom. Texas 76201
817-387-9514

Descriptios of Product Capabilities:

Speaher 'e;edet or 1ndepeadeat? both
TYpe Of speech: conseced and discrete
Method of speecd recoqhition: template funique represestatioe of spoken word)
Training Asthod: I pass

Vocabulary Limitations

hasber of words in active wocabulary: 200 112 9K words ad 100 recordinq.
Vocabularies inxsytem: I

* lor, lInh limet- 3 scoeds discrete I seconids connected
hvilt i yetaxing: yes
lesponse tie: .25 seconds - software selectable
IInIM tin. between utterances: .25 secoae - software selectable

4Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

System coepetibility: any computer v/ IS232 communications
V LaqiaqesSupported: any

Proqrae inq required: nose required

Nicrophone / Telephone information

Telephone Access : yes
lecoemade microphone and/or jack type:
Nirose W11-76-6

?estinq of AS#

Indepedent Testa yes, resulted in purchase of Scott VIT 3
9.',sets in noise: up to 110 db noise
*Eistinq Applications: QC/QI data qatherinq

Price and size information

Price: 13915.00 list ,VAI and distribu tor ?ricinq &vs:*ab!#
Size of sIsta: desktop 17-616w-30.5 16 Lbs; rack mount :9.Oilb.3mS.22
Customer Support: yes



Pr)duct ss, contact and address:

SSI's Phontic Enia Caifria 915
Lonard L. BackuiemJ Nurchisoa (818) 881-0885: n~c h Sstes nc.
617-639-2360

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker depeedent or isdepweet? dependnt
Type of speech: continuous
Method of speech recognit ion: phonetic
Training Method : 20 minutes, optional (increases accuracy)

a. Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: $000
Vocabularies in system, all can be accessed
ford leeth limit: n/a
Bul t i nytaxinq: yen
Reponse ties: phonetics produce in real time
Mlinimum tie between utterances : n/&

rA. Templates updated continuously: no, templates not used

Copatibility of System

p* Systee coepatibility- Phonetic process software in C. Currently on VAX and SUN systees
* LanuaqesSupported:

Proqrammimq required: User inputs to syntax and dictionary utilizing 55! tools

Ricrophon / Telephone inforsation

te1-lepon access:
* lecoemnded microphone and/or )act type:

* proprietary handset/telephon type

* Testinq of £53

Independent Tests:
Tests in noise. nO
Existing Applications ~ development applications include coemand i control, limited dictation, Al

* Price and size information

* Price: ispends on configurstion of development vad system
* Size of system:

*ustoeer Supprt, yes, cost fill be iniel
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Product nae, contact and address:

TI-Sec Development System
Hr. DuPalmer
TexasIntuetIn.MS28
P.O. Box 2909 Alstin, Teaw 78769
512-250-6005

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: both
Rethod of speech recognition: template

% Training Method: system defined

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: S0 words
Vocabularies in system: 1000 words total
lord lent limit: n/a
Built i yntaxing: user defined
Response tine: real time

I Ir inimm tim between utterances: a/a
Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

System conptibility: IBN PC and TI
Languages supprted: MS-Basic, MS-Pascal, Lattice C, IQ Lisp, Compiled Basic
Programming required: grammar structures

g icrophone / Teleph one information

Telephone access : available
Recoemended microphone and/or jack type:

* 1/4 inch jack - hand held mike

Testing of ASR

'ndepeadewt Tests: yes
STests in noise: yes

Existing ApplIicationsd:

Price and size information

Price: 81155 bor

Custoeer Support:
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Product name, contact and address:

TOSVOICE
Dr. Sadakazu Vatanabe
Toshiba Corp.
',Komukai Toshibacho,Saivai-Ku,Kavasaki-City,Kanagava,210,Japan
Kawasaki 044-511-2111

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? independent
Type of speech: discrete
Method of speech recognition: both are used
Training Method: n/a

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: 64
Vocabularies in system: 64
Vord length limit: 4 sec
Built in syntaxing: optional
Response time: 200 asec
Minimum time between utterances: i sec
Templates updated continuously: n/a

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: DOS; PL-40
Languages Supported: PL-40, Fortran
Programing required: none

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: yes
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:
telephone; Shure SN12; canon connector

TestiN of ASR

Independent Tests: "es
Tests in noise: 5 dB(A)
Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

Price: unknown
Size of syste: 500x90OX900 as; 50 Kg
Customer Support: no
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Product name, contact and address:

Verbex Series 4000
Mr. Chris Seelbach
Verbex/Voice Industries Corp.
10 Madison Ave. , Norristown, New Jersey 07960
201-267-7507

Description of Product Capabilities:
Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: continuous
Method of speech recognition: template
Training Method: system defined

r ..
, Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 100 words
Vocabularies in system: multiple
ford length limit: 15 characters
Built in syntaxing: yes
Response time: '300 u
Minimum time between utterances: n/a

S. Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

, System compatibility: IBM PC compatible
, . Languages Supported: all supported by DOS
- . Programing required: grammars and translation tables

Microphone I Telephone information

Telephone access: no
Recommended microphone and/or jack type:

"* Shure Vi- 230

Testing of ASP

Independent Tests: yes
Tests in noise: yes
Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

Price: unknown
Size of system: 17u4x12 15 lbs

, '" Customer Support: yes

".-
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Product name, contact and address:

VCS Technology
Dr. R.E. Helms
Voice Control System

011. 416610 Dallas Parkway, Dallas, Texas 75248
214-248-8244

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? independent
Type of speech: discrete
Method of speech recognition: phonetic
Training Method: n/a

* Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 20
Vocabularies in system: I kbte/vocabulary words
lord length limit: 1.5 seconds
Built in sytaxing: optional
Response time: 250 mec
Minimum time between utterances: n/a
Templates updated continuously: n/a

Compatibility of System

S-System compatibility: stand alone
Larguages Supported: application specific
Programming required: application specific

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: yes
Recommended micro hone and/or jack type:

" application-specific

Testing of ASR

Independent Tests: unknown
Tests in noise: yes- specific versions have been developed
Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

Price: cost to produce is app. $100
Size of system: 35 square inches
Customer Support: yes
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Product name, contact and address:

VPC 2100
Mr. Bruce RyonVotan
4487 Technolo y Drive, Freemont, CA. 94538-6343

41 -490-7600

Description of Product Capabilities:

*Speaker dependent or independent? dependent
Type of speech: both
- ethod of speech recognition: template
Training 4ethod: discrete words; 2 utterances recommended; can extract continuous phrases

Vocabulary Limitations

Number of words in active vocabulary: 80 (more with fewer training passes or optiona expantion vocabularv
:% Vocabularies in system: n/a

% .-. Word length limit: n/a
SBuilt in syntaxing: no, available through vocabulary subsets
Response time: real time
Minimum time between utterances: n/a
Templates updated continuously: no

.- Compatibiity of System

. System compatibility: IN K's and compatibles
•anquages Supported: C 86
Programing required: none

4 M:crophone i Telephone information

Telephone access: yes
Recommended microphone and/or lack type: gooseneck and handheld

J F. Testing of WS

:nodepedeit Tests: yes
!est, in noise: yes

* Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

-. r Prce:
qSze af system: board
Castoeer Support: yes

.. *.
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Product name, contact and address:

Series :00 Voice Data Collection Eystes
W.A. Hardister

-Westinghouse Lectr.: C.h: oraticn
Sote : eon~al )ftce Cne KncoalYd Place, kshev~ile, N.C. 80

'04-645-422.

Descrptior of Product ' apabiltes:

* Speaxer dependent or independen~t' dependent
3~ f speec.: :ont:rnuous
We~o :!:eec~:ec qriticr: tem;:a~e

r~~e -v~d.; yc~ ce~a..:

Rescorse ',se ea. %bae
%m ~e belveen ,!'erarzes .a
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Product name, contact and address:

Seraphine
Mr. Herve Couturier
ICON
BP 29 Montbonnot Saint Martin, Saint-Ismier, France 38330
76-52-00-46

Description of Product Capabilities:

Speaker dependent or independent? both
Type of speech: discrete and connected
Method of speech recognition: templates for each speaker
Training Method: single pass for individual words

Vocabulary Limitations

lumber of words in active vocabulary: 100 words
Vocabularies in system: 100->200 words
lord length limit: 6 seconds; up to 7 words
Built in syntaxing: yes
Response time: size and syntax dependent; 1 sec for 0 to 999 recognition
Minimum time between utterances: 1 sec
Templates updated continuously: no

Compatibility of System

System compatibility: stand alone system - Multibus and RS232C
Languages Supported: all
Programming required: no programming required for test

Microphone / Telephone information

Telephone access: under study
Recomended microphone and/or jack type:

. Shure SHUO

Testing of ASR

independent Tests: no
. rests in noise: no

Existing Applications: yes

Price and size information

Price: $3,000
Size of system: SB board or 445x300x70 mm cabinet
"Ast omer Support: yes, free in France
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Appendix II. Discreet Speech Vocabulary

Vocabulary Words Scenario I

1. Zero 9. Eight
2. One 10. Nine

3. Two 11. Yes
4. Three 12. No
5. Four 13. Up
6. Five 14. Down
7. Six 15. Right
8. Seven 16. Left

L
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Appendix III. Connected Speech Vocabularies

Vocabulary Words - Scenario 2

1. Driver 20. Again
2. Move 21. M-48
3. Out 22. M-60
4. Sagger 23. Turn
5. Gunner 24. Rear
6. Cease 25. Identified
7. Fire 26. Sabot
8. Heat 27. On
9. Tank 28. Target

10. Steady 29. M-1
11. Right 30. Slower
12. Left 31. I
13. Coax 32. Ammo
14. Can't 33. Forward
15. Go 34. Stop
16. Faster 35. Watch
17. For 36. Load
18. Re-engaging 37. Any3 19. Fast

Vocabulary Words - Scenario 3

1. Part 16. Tool
2. Number 17. Is
3. Has 18. Required
4. Failed 19. To
5. How 20. Install
6. Many 21. Zero
7. Of 22. One
8. Are 23. Two
9. In 24. Three

10. Stock 25. Four
.. 11. Which 26. Five

12. Replaces 27. Six
13. What 28. Seven
14. Repair 29. Eight
15. Procedures 30. Nine
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~ Appendix IV. ITT Syntax for Scenario 2

4agrsge

drvr.u

-M-6

M-8 ur

ri h.lo e

M- r -n ggnSan D d ntfe tret

ca' 90fate

tir fate



Appendix V. Other Connected Syntax (Verbex, Interstate, and TI)

Syntax Structure for Scenario 2 (except ITT)

First Second Third
Driver Move Out
Gunner Sagger Sagger
Tank Cease Fire
Move Heat Tank
Coax Steady Right
Can't Fire Left
M-48 Go Again
M-60 Can't Faster
Sabot Turn Rear
M-I Identified Target
I On Slower
Fire Tank On
Ammo Out Steady
Forward For Any
Watch Re-engaging Load

Fourth Word Fifth Word
Slower Tankp Right Slower
Faster Stop
Target Ammo
Tank Target
M-60 Fast
Out
Steady
Load
Identified
Sabot

o*.,

1. First Word - Second Word -> Third Word
2. First Word - Second Word - Third Word -> Fourth Word
3. First Word - Second Word -> Third Word -> Fourth Word -> Fifth Word

'a
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Appendix VI. Test Sentences

Sentence List - Scenario 2

Three Words

1. Driver move out
2. Driver sagger sagger
3. Gunner cease fire
4. Gunner heat tank
5. Tank steady right
6. Move steady left
7. Coax fire again

8. Can't go faster
9. M-48 can't fire
IO.M-60 turn rear
l1.Tank identified again
12.Coax on target

Four Words

13. M-1 turn right slower
14. Move tank slower right
15. I can't fire faster
16. Coax fire on target
17. Fire on rear tank
18. Gunner identified target tank

I Five Words

19. Ammo out on M-60 tank
20. Driver move tank out slower
21. Forward steady steady steady stop
22. Watch for sagger load ammo
23. M-1 re-engaging any identified target
24. Gunner can't load sabot fast

81
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Sentence Li3t

9 Basic Sentences

1. Part 6 has failed.
2. How many of part # are in stock.
3. Which part replaces Part *
4. Part # has failed what are repair procedures.
5. What tool is required to install part #

Increasingly longer sequences of numbers were used.

Scenario 3 - Actual Sentences Tested

1. Part number six has failed.

2. How many of part number nine are in stock
; 3. Which part replaces part number two.

4. Part number four has failed what are repair procedures
5. What tool is required to install part number seven.
6. Part number two eight has failed.
7. How many of part number three nine are in stock.
8. Which part replaces part number seven four.

9. Part number one six has failed what are repair procedures.
10. What tool is required to install part number zero five.
11. Part number seven six one has failed.
12. How many of part number zero two four are in stock.
13. Which part replaces part number three five eight.

* 14. Part number nine two two has failed what are repair
procedures.

15. What tool is required to install part number nine nine one.
16. Part number six three two one has failed.
17. How many of part number four four six six are in stock.
18. Which part replaces part number eight seven eight three.

, 19. Part number six six one one has failed what are repair
procedures.

20. What tool is required to install part number two two two
eight.

21. Part number seven eight three three seven has failed.
22. How many of part number nine four zero zero nine are in

stock.
* 23. Which part replaces part number nine seven seven three three.

24. Part number one two six six two has failed what are repair
procedures.

25. What tool is required to install part number zero one one
nine four.
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Appendix VII. Rejection / Misrecognition Matricies: Discrete Task

Rejectiou - Discrete Scenario
S,,

R 7

D I L 0
y 0 G E T
E N U V H F A

Recognizer Noise 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 S 0 P I T T L x

Verbex None 2 2 1 6 1 1 1 5 2 4 2 2 1 12 11 53 .08

Industrial 14 214 19 15 4 22 16 13 I0 9 15 25 8 25 11 232 .36

Fast Food
Restaurant 8 14 2 10 6 I 23 16 14 5 11 5 20 6 21 21 193 .30

IN4000 None 5 4 8 1 5 1 4 4 1 2 6 1 16 10 68 .11

Industrial 15 23 10 15 12 18 12 17 20 14 19 11 26 9 29 23 273 .43

Fast Food
Restaurant 16 20 2 15 16 4 25 10 13 10 14 12 24 16 30 18 245 .38

VOTAN None 0 0.00

* . Industrial 0 0.00

Fast Food

Restaurant 0 0.00

TI None 3 2 2 i 8 .01

Industrial 3 1 1 4 1 3 13 .02

• .Fast Food
Restaurant 1 1 3 1 2 3 11 .02

"IBM None 0 0.00

I Industrial 3 4 3 3 3 5 2 4 5 2 1 3 3 3 3  4 51 .08

Fast Food
Restaurant 0 0.00

INTEL None 3 1 11 6 .01

Industrial 1 1 1 3 .00

Fast Food
Restaurant 3 1 1 1 1 1 8 .01

INCSRB None 1 1 3 6 1 6 3 21 .03

Industrial 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 7 1 5 3 6 4 36 .06

Fast Food
Restaurant 6 1 1 8 2 2 1 5 2 8 3 3 42 .07

KS None 1 2 1 1 2 1 2 10 .02

Industrial 6 4 7 1 4 3 21 9 8 3 9 1 19 2 2 8 107 .17
Fast Food
Restaurant 6 7 2 11 17 13 5 3 4 111 5 85 .13

ITT None 0 0.00

* Industrial 0 0.00

Fast Food
Restaurant 0 0.00
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Nksrecoqn.t on - Discrete Scenario

R 7
D O L 0

Y 0 G E ?
E IUV F A

Recoqnizer Nose 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 S 0 P N T T L x

Verbex None I 1 .001

Industrial 1 1 2 .0

Fast Food

Restaurant i .001

!N4000 None 0 0.0

Industrial 4 4 .0

Fast Food

Restaurant I 1 .001

VOTAJI None 2 2 .0

Industrial 4 4 .0

Fast Food

Restaurant I 1 11 4 .0

None I 1 .001

Industrial 0 0.0

Fast Food

Restaurant I 1 .001

IBM None 4 1 6 7 1 i9 .0

Industrial 1 3 1 3 1 1 10 .0

Fast Food

,L Restaurant 1 5 1 6 13 .0
: IIEL None 1 .00,

Industrial 1 1 .001

Fast Food

Restaurant 0 0.0

INCSRB None 1 1 1 4 .0

Industrial 3 4 2 2 3 2 1 4 4 26 .0

Fast Food

Restaurant I I 1 1 3 5 12 .0

KS None 1 .001

Industrial 3 11 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 1 16 .0
Fast Food

Restaurant 1 4 3 4 2 5 1 1 2 1 1 30 .0

ITT None I 1 .001

Industrial 1 2 .0

Fast Food
Restaurant 1 1 2 .01

p%,
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R Appendix VIII. Tukey Analysis of Means: Discrete Task

Grouping Mean # of CorrectRecognizer A B C Mean N Utterances

Im ITT 159.58 12 .997
A VOTRAN 159.17 12 .995

INTEL 158.42 12 .990
TI * 157.17 12 .982
IBM * 152.25 12 .952
INTERCSRB * 148.25 12 .927
KURZWEIL * 139.17 12 .870

* VERBEX * 119.67 12 .748
INTERSTATE4000 * 110.75 12 .692

'I
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Appendix IX. Tukey Analysis of Noise Effects: Discrete Task

GROUPING # CORRECT UTTERANCES

! NOISE A B MEAN N #TOTAL UTTERANCES

NONE * 154.53 36 .966

FAST FOOD
RESTAURANT * 142.00 36 .888

INDUSTRIAL 138.28 36 .864

p
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Appendix X. Tukey Analysis of Recognizer * Noise: Discrete Task

GROUPING

RECOGNIZER NOISE A B C D E F MEAN N

ITT NONE * 159.75 4

ITT RESTAURANT 159.50 4

ITT INDUSTRIAL * 159.50 4

VOTAN NONE * . 159.50 4

VOTAN RESTAURANT * 159.00 4

INTEL NONE * * 159.00 4

VOTAN INDUSTRIAL * 159.00 4

INTEL INDUSTRIAL * * 158.25 4

INTEL RESTAURANT * * 158.00 4

TI NONE * 157.75 4

TI RESTAURANT * * * 157.00 4

KURZWEIL NONE 157.00 4

TI INDUSTRIAL * ' 156.75 4

IBM RESTAURANT * 156.75 4

. IBM NONE * 155.25 4

INTERSTATE CSRB NONE * * 153.75 4

VERBEX NONE * * 146.50 4

INTERSTATE CSRB RESTAURANT * * * 146.50 4

IBM INDUSTRIAL * 144.75 4

INTERSTATE CSRB INDUSTRIAL * ' * 144.50 4

INTERSTATE 4000 NONE * * 143.00 4

- KURZWEIL RESTAURANT * * 131.25 4

KURZWEIL INDUSTRIAL * 129.25 4

VERBEX RESTAURANT * * 111.50 4

VERBEX INDUSTRIAL 101.00 4

INTERSTATE 4000 RESTAURANT * 98.50 4

INTERSTATE 4000 INDUSTRIAL * 90.75 4
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Appendix XI. Confusion and Errnr Matr.ce8: ?sc-rete &-&c

0 !. Utterance
Word Pec-r i-ed

y

-> -~ 3 4. ~

, Zero 3
.*. One I

Two
Three 1
Four
Five
Six I
Seven 1 I

: Eight 1 3
Nine

j Yes 2
No
Up 2 3 19
Down 4
Right 1 1 5 5
Left 1

Discrete Utterance Confusion Matrix: Interstate CSR=

'.5
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U

• "Word Recognized

R
D I L

Y 0 G E R
E N U W H F E

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 S 0 P N T T J

rc 7
,ne 2 1 1 10
Two 4 1 14
Three 1 3
Four 15
Five 3 2 5
Si 5 1 38
Seven 2 1 22
Eight 14

" Nine 1 1 2 1 1 7
Yes 2 13
No 1 1 3
Up 1 2 1 31M Down 1 1 3
Right 1 2
Left 1 1 3 1 15

Discrete Utterance Confusion Matrix: Kurzweil
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Utterance
Word Recognized

R
D I L

Y 0 G E R
E N U W H F E

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 S 0 P N T T J

Zero 2 3
One 1 1 2 4
Two 1 3
Three 3
Four 3 9 1 1 3
Five 5
Six 1 2
Seven 1 4
Eight 5
Nine 3 5 1 2

- Yes 1 1
No 3
Up 4 1 2 3
Down 1 3
Right 1 3
Left 4

Discrete Utterance Confusion Matrix: IBM
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Appendix XII. Tukey Analysis of Speaker Effects: Scenario 2

TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE (HSD) TEST FOR VARIABLE: CORRECT
RECOGNITION (COR)

ALPHA=0.05 CONFIDENCE=0.95 DF=24 MSE-64.4803
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.166

COMPARISONS SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.05 LEVEL ARE INDICATED BY '***'

SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS
LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE
COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

2 - 1 -4.529 4.050 12.629
2 - 3 -2.953 5.441 13.835
2 - 4 0.054 8.633 17.213 **

1 - 2 -12.629 -4.050 4.529
1 - 3 -7.477 1.391 10.259
1 - 4 -4.460 4.583 13.627

3 - 2 -13.835 -5.441 2.953
3 - 1 -10.259 -1.391 7.477
3 - 4 -5.675 3.192 12.060

4 - 2 -17.213 -8.633 -0.054 ***

4 - 1 -13.627 -4.583 4.460
4 - 3 -12.060 -3.192 5.675

, 9
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Appendix XIII. Tukey Analysis of Speaker * Recognizer: Scenario 2

SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER
* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

ITT #2 - ITT #1 -25.469 0.000 25.469

ITT #2 - ITT #4 -25.469 0.000 25.469

ITT #2 - ITT #3 -23.469 2.000 27.469

ITT #2 - VER #2 -13.136 12.333 37.802

ITT #2 - INT #1 -8.469 17.000 42.469

ITT #2 - VOT #2 -8.136 17.333 42.802

ITT #2 - INT #4 -4.802 20.667 46.136

ITT #2 - VER #1 -4.136 21.333 46.802

ITT #2 - VER #3 -3.802 21.667 47.136

ITT #2 - INT #3 -5.975 22.500 50.975

ITT #2 - INT #2 0.198 25.667 51.136 ***

ITT #2 - VER #4 2.198 27.667 53.136 **

ITT #2 - TI #2 3.531 29.000 54.469 **

ITT #2 - TI #3 1.525 30.000 58.475 **

ITT #2 - VOT #3 12.531 38.000 63.469 ***

ITT #2 - VOT #1 19.864 45.333 70.802 ***

ITT #2 - VOT #4 28.198 53.667 79.136 ***

ITT #1 - ITT *2 -25.469 0.000 25.469

ITT #1 - ITT #4 -25.469 0.000 25.469

ITT #1 - ITT #3 -23.469 2.000 27.469

ITT #1 - VER #2 -13.136 12.333 37.802

ITT #1 - INT #1 -8.469 17.000 42.469

ITT #1 - VOT #2 -8.136 17.333 42.802

ITT #1 - INT #4 -4.802 20.667 46.136

ITT #1 - VER #1 -4.136 22.500 50.975

ITT #1 - INT #3 -3.802 21.667 47.136

ITT #1 - VER #3 -5.975 22.500 50.975

ITT #1 - INT #2 0.198 25.667 51.136 ***

ITT #1 - VER #4 2.198 27.667 53.136 ***

ITT #1 - TI #2 3.531 29.000 54.469 ***

ITT #1 - TI #3 1.525 30.000 58.475 **

ITT #1 - VOT #3 12.531 38.000 63.469 ***

ITT #1 - VOT #1 19.864 45.333 70.802 ***

ITT #1 - VOT #4 28.198 53.667 79.136 ***

ITT #4 - ITT #2 -25.469 0.000 25.469

ITT #4 - ITT #1 -25.469 0.000 25.469

ITT #4 0 ITT #3 -23.469 2.000 27.469

ITT #4 - VER #2 -13.136 12.333 37.802

.o.
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

" ITT #4 - INT #1 -8.469 17.000 42.469

ITT #4 - VOT #2 -8.136 17.333 42.802

ITT #4 - INT #4 -4.802 20.667 46.136

ITT #4 - VER #1 -4.136 21.333 46.802

ITT #4 - VER #3 -3.802 21.667 47.136

ITT #4 - INT #3 -5.975 22.500 50.975

ITT #4 - INT #2 0.198 25.667 51.136 *

ITT #4 - VER #4 2.198 27.667 53.136 *

ITT #4 - TI #2 3.531 29.000 54.469 ***

ITT #4 - TI #3 1.525 30.000 58.475 ***

ITT #4 - VOT #3 12.531 38.000 63.469 ***

ITT #4 - VOT #1 19.864 45.333 70.802 **

ITT #4 - VOT #4 28.198 53.667 79.136 ***

ITT #3 - ITT #2 -27.469 -2.000 23.469

ITT #3 - ITT #1 -27.469 -2.000 23.469

ITT #3 - ITT #4 -27.469 -2.000 23.469

ITT #3 - VER #2 -13.136 10.333 35.802

ITT #3 - INT #1 -10.469 15.000 40.469

ITT #3 - VOT #2 -10.136 15.333 40.802, ITT #3 - INT #4 -6.802 18.667 44.136

ITT #3 - VER #1 -6.136 19.333 44.802

ITT #3 - VER #3 -5.802 19.667 45.136

ITT #3 - INT #3 -7.975 20.500 48.975

ITT #3 - INT #2 -1.802 23.667 49.136

ITT #3 - VER #4 0.198 25.667 51.136 ***

ITT #3 - TI #2 1.531 27.000 52.469 **'

ITT #3 - TI #3 -0.475 28.000 56.475

ITT #3 - VOT #3 10.531 36.000 61.469 *

ITT #3 - VOT #1 17.864 43.333 68.802 **

ITT #3 - VOT #4 26.198 51.667 77.136 **

VER #2 - ITT #2 -37.802 -12.333 13.136

VER #2 - ITT #1 -37.802 -12.333 13.136

VER #2 - ITT #4 -37.802 -12.333 13.136

VER #2 - ITT #3 -35.802 -10.333 15.136

VER #2 - INT #1 -20.802 4.667 30.136

VER #2 - VOT #2 -20.469 5.000 30.469

VER #2 - INT #4 -17.136 8.333 33.802

VER #2 - VER #1 -16.469 9.000 34.469

VER #2 - VER #3 -16.136 9.333 34.802

VER #2 - INT #3 -18.309 10.167 38.642

VER #2 - INT #2 -12.136 13.333 38.802

VER #2 - VER #4 -10.136 15.333 40.802

VER #2 - TI #2 -8.802 16.667 42.136
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

VER #2 - TI #3 -10.809 17.667 46.142

VER #2 - VOT #3 0.198 25.667 51.136 ***

VER #2 - VOT #1 7.531 33.000 58.469 **

VER #2 - VOT #4 15.864 41.333 66.802 **

INT #1 - ITT #2 -42.469 -17.000 8.469

INT #1 - ITT #1 -42.469 -17.000 8.463

INT #1 - ITT #4 -42.469 -17.000 8.469

INT #1 - ITT #3 -40.469 -15.000 8.469

INT #1 - VER #2 -30.136 -4.667 10.469

INT #1 - VOT #2 -25.136 0.333 25.802

INT #1 - INT #4 -21.802 3.667 29.136

INT #1 - VER #1 -21.136 4.333 29.802

INT #1 - VER #3 -20.802 4.667 30.136

INT #1 - INT #3 -22.975 5.500 33.975

INT #1 - INT #2 -16.802 8.667 34.136

INT #1 - VER #4 -14.802 10.667 36.136

INT #1 - TI #2 -13.469 12.000 37.469

INT #1 - TI #3 -15.475 13.000 41.475

INT #1 - VOT #3 -4.469 21.000 46.469

" INT #1 - VOT #1 2.864 28.333 53.802 ***

INT #1 - VOT #4 11.198 36.667 62.136 **

* VOT #2 - ITT #2 -42.802 -17.333 8.136

VOT #2 - ITT #1 -42.802 -17.333 8.136

VOT #2 - ITT #4 -42.802 -17.333 8.136

VOT #2 - ITT #3 -40.802 -15.333 10.136

VOT *2 - VER *2 -30.469 -5.000 20.469

VOT #2 - INT #1 -25.802 -0.333 25.136

VOT #2 - INT #4 -22.136 3.333 28.802

VOT #2 - VER #1 -21.469 4.000 29.469

VOT #2 - VER #3 -21.136 4.333 29.802

VOT #2 - INT #3 -23.309 5.167 33.642

VOT #2 - INT #2 -17.136 8.333 33.802

VOT #2 - VER #4 -15.136 10.333 35.802

VOT #2 - TI #2 -13.802 11.667 37.136

S VOT *2 - TI #3 -15.809 12.667 41.142

VOT *2 - VOT *3 -4.802 20.667 46.136

VOT *2 - VOT *1 2.531 28.000 53.469 ~
VOT *2 - VOT #4 10.864 36.333 61.802 *

INT #4 - ITT #2 -46.136 -20.667 4.802

INT #4 - ITT #1 -46.136 -20.667 4.802

INT #4 - ITT #4 -46.136 -20.667 4.802

INT #4 - ITT *3 -44.136 -18.667 6.802

INT #4 - VER #2 -33.802 -8.333 17.136
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER
* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

INT *4 - INT #1 -29.136 -3.667 21.802

INT #4 - VOT #2 -28.802 -3.333 22.136

INT #4 - VER #1 -24.802 0.667 26.136

INT #4 - VER #3 -24.469 1.000 26.469

INT #4 - INT #3 -26.642 1.833 30.309

INT #4 - INT #2 -20.469 5.000 30.469

INT #4 - VER #4 -18.469 7.000 32.469

INT #2 - TI #2 -17.136 8.333 33.802
INT #2 - TI #3 -19.142 9.333 37.809
INT #2 - VOT #3 -8.136 17.333 42.802

INT #2 - VOT #1 -0.802 24.667 50.136

INT #2 - VOT #4 7.531 33.000 58.469 **

VER *1 - ITT #2 -46.802 -21.333 4.136

VER #1 - ITT #1 -46.802 -21.333 4.136

VER *1 - ITT #4 -46.802 -21.333 4.136

VER #1 - ITT #3 -44.802 -19.333 6.136
VER #1 - VER #2 -34.469 -9.000 16.469

VER 41 - INT #1 -29.802 -4.333 21.136

VER #1 - VOT *2 -29.469 -4.000 21.469
VER *1 - INT #4 -26.136 -0.667 24.802

VER *1 - VER #3 -25.136 0.333 25.802

VER #1 - INT #3 -27.309 1.167 29.642
VER #1 - INT #2 -21.136 4.333 29.802
VER #1 - VER #4 -19.136 6.333 31.802
VER #1 - TI #2 -17.802 7.667 33.136

VER #1 - TI *3 -19.809 8.667 37.142

VER #1 - VOT #3 -8.802 16.667 42.136
VER #1 - VOT #1 -1.469 24.000 49.469
VER #1 - VOT *4 6.864 32.333 57.802 **

VER #3 - ITT #2 -47.136 -21.667 3.802
VER #3 - ITT #1 -47.136 -21.667 3.802

VER #3 - ITT #4 -47.136 -21.667 3.802
VER *3 - ITT #3 -45.136 -19.667 5.802VER #3 - VER #2 -34.802 -9.333 16.136

, VER #3 - INT #1 -30.136 -4.667 20.802
VER #3 - VOT #2 -29.802 -4.333 21.136

VER #3 - INT #4 -26.469 -1.000 24.469
VER #3 - VER #1 -25.802 -0.333 25.136

VER #3 - INT #3 -27.642 0.833 29.309
VER #3 - INT #2 -21.469 4.000 29.469
VER #3 - VER #4 -19.469 6.000 21.469
VER #3 - TI #2 -18.136 7.333 32.802
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER
* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

VER #3 - TI #3 -20.142 8.333 36.809
VER #3 - VOT #3 -9.136 16.333 41.802
VER #3 - VOT #1 -1.802 23.667 49.136

VER #3 - VOT #4 6.531 32.000 54.469 '*

INT #3 - ITT #2 -50.975 -22.500 5.975

INT #3 - ITT #1 -50.975 -22.500 5.975
INT #3 - ITT #4 -50.975 -22.500 5.975

INT #3 - ITT #3 -48.975 -20.500 7.975

INT #3 - VER #2 -38.642 -10.167 18.309

INT #3 - INT #1 -33.975 -5.500 22.975

INT #3 - VOT #2 -33.642 -5.167 23.309
INT #3 - TNT #4 -30.309 -1.833 26.462

INT #3 - VER #1 -29.642 -1.167 27.309

INT #3 - VER #3 -29.309 -0.833 27.642

INT #3 - TNT #2 -25.309 3.167 31.642

INT #3 - VER #4 -23.309 5.167 33.672

TNT #3 - TI #2 -21.975 6.500 34.975

INT #3 - TI #3 -23.693 7.500 33.692

I TINT # - VOT #3 -12.975 15.500 48.975

TNT #3 - VOT #1 -5.642 22.833 51.309

TNT #3 - VOT #4 Z.691 31.167 59.642

T TNT #2 - ITT #2 -51.136 -25.667 -0.193

INT #2 - ITT #1 -51.136 -25.667 -0.19

,LNT #2 - ITT #4 -51.136 -25.667 -0.198

TNT #2 - ITT #3 -49.136 -23.667 1.802

TNT t2 - VER #2 -38802 -13.333 -. 136
TNT #2 - TNT #1 -34136 -8.667 16.802

TNT #2 - VOT #2 -33.802 -8.333 17.136
"NT #2 - TNT #4 -30.469 25000 20.469
TNT #2 - VER #1 -29.802 -4.333 21.136

TNT #2 - VE #3 -29.469 -4.000 21.469

INT #2 - TNT *3 -31.642 -3.167 25.309
TNT #2-V7R #4 -23.469 2.000 27.469

TNT # T T #2 -22.136 3.333 28.802

TNT #2 - TI #3 -24.142 4.333 32.809
TNT #2 - VOT #3 -13.136 12.333 37.802

TNT #2 - VOT #1 -5.802 19.667 45.136

TNT #2 - VOT #4 2.531 28.000 53.469 *

VER #4 - ITT #2 -53.136 -27.667 -2.198 **

VER #4 - ITT #1 -53.136 -27.667 -2.198 **

VER #4 - ITT #4 -53.136 -27.667 -2.198 **

VER #4 - ITT #3 -51.136 -25.667 -0.198 ''*
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

VER #4 - VER #2 -40.802 -15.333 10.136

VER #4 - INT #1 -36.136 -10.667 14.802

VER #4 - VOT #2 -35.802 -10.333 15.136

VER #4 - INT #4 -32.469 -7.000 18.469

VER #4 - VER #1 -31.802 -6.333 19.136

VER #4 - VER #3 -31.469 -6.000 19.469

VER #4 - INT #3 -33.642 -5.167 23.309

VER #4 - INT #2 -27.469 -2.000 23.469

VER #4 - TI #2 -24.136 1.333 26.8C2
VER #4 - TI #3 -26.142 2.333 30.809

VER #4 - VOT #3 -15.136 10.333 35.802

VER #4 - VOT #1 -7.802 17.667 43.1.36

VER #4 - VOT #4 0.531 26.000 51.469 *

TI #2 - ITT #2 -54.469 -29.000 -3.531 ***

TI #2 - ITT #1 -54.469 -29.000 -3.531 **

T! *2 - ITT #4 -54.469 -29.000 -3.531 *

T7 #2 - ITT #3 -52.469 -27.000 -1.531

TI #2 - VER #2 -42.136 -16.667 8.802

TI *2 - TNT #1 -37.469 -12.000 13.469

TI #2 - VOT #2 -37.136 -11.667 13.802

TI #2 - INT #4 -33.802 -8.333 17.136

TI #2 - VER #1 -33.136 -7.667 17.802

TI #2 - VER #3 -32.802 -7.333 18-136

TI #2 - INT #3 -34.975 -6.500 21.975

TI #2 - INT #2 -28.802 -3.333 24.136

TI #2 - VER #4 -26.802 -1.333 24.136

TI #2 - TI #3 -27.475 1.000 29.475

TI #2 - VOT #3 -16.469 9.000 34.469

TI #2 - VOT #1 -9.136 16.333 41.802

TI #2 - VOT #4 -0.802 24.667 50.136

TI #3 - ITT #2 -58.475 -30.000 -1.525 ***

TI *3 - ITT #1 -58.475 -30.000 -1.525
TI #3 - ITT #4 -58.475 -30.000 -1.525 ***

TI #3 - ITT #3 -56.475 -28.000 0.475

TI #3 - VER #2 -46.142 -17.667 10.809

TI #3 - TNT #1 -41.475 -13.000 15.475

TI #3 - VOT #2 -41.142 -12.667 15.809

* TI #3 - INT #4 -37.809 -9.333 10.142

TI #3 - VER #1 -37.142 -8.667 19.809

TI #3 - VER #3 -36.809 -8.333 20.142
TI #3 - INT #3 -38.693 -7.500 23.693

TI #3 - INT #2 -32.809 -4.333 24.142

TI #3 - VER #4 -30.809 2.333 26.142
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

TI #3 - TI #2 -29.475 -1.000 27.475

TI #3 - VOT #3 -20.475 8.000 36.475

TI #3 - VOT #1 -13.142 15.333 43.809

TI #3 - VOT #4 -4.809 23.667 52.142

VOT #3 - ITT #2 -63.469 -38.000 -12.531

VOT #3 - ITT #2 -63.469 -38.000 -12.531 *

VOT #3 - ITT #4 -63.469 -38.000 -12.531 ***

VOT #3 - ITT #3 -61.469 -36.000 -10.531 *

VOT #3 - VER #2 -51.136 -25.667 -0.198 **

. VOT #3 - INT #1 -46.469 -21.000 4.469

VOT #3 - VOT #2 -46.136 -20.667 4.802

VOT #3 - INT #4 -42.802 -17.333 8,136

VOT #3 - VER #1 -42.136 -16.667 8.802

VOT #3 - VER #3 -41.802 -16.333 9.136

VOT #3 - INT #3 -43.975 -15.500 12.975
VOT #3 - INT #2 -37.802 -12.333 13.136

VOT #3 - VER #4 -35.802 -10.333 15.136

VOT #3 - TI #2 -34.469 -9.000 16.469

VOT #3 - TI #3 -36.475 -8.000 20.475

VOT #3 - VOT #1 -18.136 7.333 32.802

VOT #3 - VOT #4 -9.802 15.667 41.136

VOT #1 - ITT *2 -70.802 -45.333 -19.864 *

VOT #1 - ITT # -70.802 -45.333 -19.864 ***

VOT #1 - ITT #4 -70.802 -45.333 -19.864 **

VOT #1 - ITT #3 -68.802 -43.333 -17.864 *

VOT #1 - VER #2 -58.469 -33.000 -7.531 ***

VOT #1 - INT #1 -53.802 -28.333 -2.864 ***

VOT #1 - VOT #2 -53.469 -28.000 -2.531 *

VOT #1 - INT #4 -50.136 -24.667 0.802

VOT #1 - VER #1 -49.469 -24.000 1.469

VOT #1 - VER #3 -49.136 -23.667 1.802

VOT #1 - INT #3 -51.309 -22.833 5.642

VOT #1 - INT #2 -45.136 -19.667 5.802

VOT #1 - VER #4 -43.136 -17.667 7.802

VOT #1 - TI #2 -41.802 -16.333 9.136

VOT #1 - TI #3 -43.809 -15.333 13.142

VOT #1 - VOT #3 -32.802 -7.333 18.136

f. VOT #1 - VOT #4 -17.136 8.333 33.802

VOT #4 - ITT #2 -79.136 -53.667 -28.198 **

VOT #4 - ITT #1 -79.136 -53.667 -18.198 **

VOT #4 - ITT #4 -17.136 -53.667 -28.198 *

VOT #4 - ITT #3 -77.136 -51.667 -26.198 *
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* SUBJECT CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

VOT *4 - VER #2 -66.802 -41.333 -15.846 **

VOT #4 - INT #1 -62.106 -36.667 -11.198 ***

VOT #4 - VOT #2 -61.802 -36.333 -10.864 ***

VOT #4 - INT #4 -58.469 -33.000 -7.531 ***

VOT #4 - VER #1 -57.802 -32.333 -6.864 **

VOT #4 - VER #3 -57.469 -32.000 -6.531 *

VOT #4 - INT #3 -59.642 -31.167 -2.691 ***

VOT #4 - INT #2 -53.469 -28.000 -2.531 *

VOT #4 - VER #4 -51.469 -26.000 -0.531 **

VOT #4 - TI #2 -50.136 -24.667 0.802

VOT #4 - TI #3 -52.142 -23.667 4.809

VOT #4 - VOT #3 -41.136 -15.667 9.802

VOT #4 - VOT #1 -33.802 -8.333 17.136
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Appendix XIV. Tukey Analysis of Recognizer Noise: Scenario 2

TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE (HSD) TEST FOR VARIABLE: CORRECT
ALPHA=O.05 CONFIDENCE=0.95 DF=24 MSE-64.4803
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=5.319

COMPARISONS SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.05 LEVEL ARE INDICATED BY "***

SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS
RECOGNIZER LOWER UPPER

* NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

IT #2 - ITT #0 -21.354 0.000 21.354
ITT #2 - ITT #1 -19.854 1.500 22.854

- ITT #2 - VER #2 -9.354 12.000 33.354
* ITT #2 - VER #0 -7.104 14.250 35.604

ITT #2 - INT #2 -5.854 15.500 36.854
ITT #2 - INT #0 1.646 23.000 44.354 ***

ITT #2 - TI #0 -2.153 24.000 50.153
I ITT #2 - TI #1 -7.764 26.000 59.764

ITT #2 - INT #1 3.985 27.000 50.065 ***

ITT #2 - VOT #0 18.146 34.500 55.854 ***
T TT #2 - VOT #2 14.646 36.000 57.354
ITT #2 - VER #2 14.646 36.000 57.354 *

ITT #2 - TI #2 10.347 36.500 62.653 *
ITT #2 - VOT #1 23.896 45.250 66.604 ***

ITT #0 - ITT #2 -21.354 0.000 21.354
- ITT #0 - ITT #1 -19.854 1.500 22.854

ITT #0 - VER #2 -9.354 12.000 33.354
h ITT #0 - VER #0 -7.104 14.250 35.604

ITT #0 - INT #2 -5.854 15.500 36.854
ITT #0 - INT #0 1.646 23.000 44.354 *
ITT #0 - TI #0 -2.153 24.000 50.153
ITT #0 - TI #1 -7.764 26.000 59.764
ITT #0 - INT #1 3.935 27.000 50.065 *

* ITT #0 - VOT #0 13.146 34.500 55.854 *
ITT #0 - VOT #2 14.646 36.000 57.354 ***

' ITT #0 - VER #1 14.646 36.000 57.354 **

ITT #0 - TI #2 10.347 36.500 62.653 *'*
ITT #0 - VOT #1 23.896 45.250 66.604 ***

ITT #1 ITT #2 -22.854 -1.500 19.854
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

ITT *1 - ITT #0 -22.854 -1.500 19.854

ITT #1 - VER #2 -10.854 10.500 31.854

ITT #1 - VER #0 -8.604 12.750 34.104

k ITT #1 - INT #2 -7.354 14.000 35.354

ITT #1 - INT #0 0.146 21.500 42.854 *

ITT #1 - TI #0 -3.653 22.500 48.653

.ITT #1 - TI #1 -9.264 24.500 58.264

ITT #1 - INT #1 2.435 25.500 48.565 ***

ITT #1 - VOT #0 11.646 33.000 54.354 ***

ITT #1 - VOT #2 13.146 34.500 55.854 **

ITT #1 - VER #1 13.146 34.500 55.854 ***

ITT #1 - TI #2 8.847 35.000 61.153 *

ITT #1 - VOT #1 22.396 43.750 65.104 **

VER #2 - ITT #2 -33.354 -12.000 9.354

VER #2 - ITT #0 -33.354 -12.000 9.354

,. VER #2 - ITT #1 -31.854 -10.500 10.854

VER #2 - VER #0 -19.104 2.250 23.604

VER #2 - INT #2 -17.854 3.500 24.854

VER #2 - INT #0 -10.354 11.000 32.354

VER #2 - TI #0 -14.153 12.000 38.153

VER #2 - TI #1 -19.764 14.000 47.764

VER #2 - INT #1 -8.065 15.000 38.065

VER #2 - VOT #0 1.146 22.500 43.854

VER #2 - VOT #2 2.646 24.000 45.354 *

VER #2 - VER #1 2.646 24.000 45.354 **

VER #2 - TI #2 -1.653 24.500 50.653

VER #2 - VOT #1 11.896 33.250 54.604 **

* VER #0 - ITT #2 -35.604 -14.250 7.104

VER #0 - ITT #0 -35.604 -14.250 7.104

VER #0 - ITT #1 -34.104 -12.750 8.604

VER #0 - VER #2 -23.604 -2.250 19.104

VER #0 - INT #2 -20.104 1.250 22.604

VER *0 - INT #0 -12.604 8.750 30.104

VER #0 - ITT *0 -16.403 9.750 35.903

VER #0 - TI *1 -22.014 11.750 45.514

VER #0 - INT #1 -10.315 12.750 35.815

VER #0 - VOT *0 -1.104 20.250 41.604

VER #0 - VOT #2 0.396 21.750 43.104 **

VER #0 - VER #1 0.396 21.750 43.104

VER #0 - TI #2 -3.903 22.250 48.403

VER #0 - VOT #1 9.646 31.000 52.354

1
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER
* NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

§ INT *2 - ITT #2 -36.854 -15.500 5.854

INT #2 - ITT #0 -36.854 -15.500 5.854

INT #2 - ITT #1 -35.354 -14.000 7.354

INT #2 - VER #2 -24.854 -3.500 17.854

INT #2 - VER #0 -22.604 -1.250 20.104

INT #2 - INT #0 -13.854 7.500 28.854
INT #2 - TI #0 -17.653 8.500 34.653

INT #2 - TI #1 -23.264 10.500 44.264

INT #2 - INT #1 -11.565 11.500 34.656

INT #2 - VOT #0 -2.354 19.000 40.354

INT #2 - VOT #2 -0.854 20.500 41.854

INT #2 - VER #1 -0.854 20.500 41.854

INT #2 - TI #2 -5.153 21.000 47.153

TNT *2 - VOT *1 8.396 29.750 51.104
INT #0 - ITT #2 -44.354 -23.000 -1.646 ***

INT #0 - ITT #0 -44.354 -23.000 -1.646 *

INT #0 - ITT #1 -42.854 -21.500 -0.146 ***

INT #0 - VER #2 -32.354 -11.000 10.354

INT #0 - VER #0 -30.104 -8.750 12.604

I TNT #0 - INT #2 -28.854 -7.500 13.854

INT #0 - TI #0 -25.153 1.000 27.153

INT #0 - TI #1 -30.764 3.000 36.764

INT #0 - INT #1 -19.065 4.000 27.065

INT #0 - VOT #0 -9.854 11.500 32.854

INT #0 - VOT #2 -8.354 13.000 34.354

INT #0 - VER #1 -8.354 13.000 34.354

INT #0 - TI #2 -12.653 13.500 39.653

INT #0 - VOT #1 0.896 22.250 43.604 *

TI #0 - ITT #2 -50.153 -24.000 2.153

TI #0 - ITT #0 -50.153 -24.000 2.153

TI #0 - ITT #1 -48.653 -22.500 3.653

Ti #0 - VER #2 -38.153 -12.000 14.153
t. TI #0 - VER #0 -35.903 -9.750 16.403

TI #0 - INT #2 -34.653 -8.500 17.653

TI #0 - INT #0 -27.153 -1.000 25.153

' TI #0 - TI #1 -34.986 2.000 38.986

TI #0 - INT #1 -24.568 3.000 30.568

TI #0 - VOT #0 -15.653 10.500 36.653
TI #0 - VOT #2 -14.153 12.000 38.153
TI #0 - VOT # -14.153 12.000 38.153

TI #0 - TI #2 -17.699 12.500 42.699

TI #0 - VER #1 -4.903 21.250 47.403

TI #1 ITT #2 -59.764 -26.000 7.764
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

4 NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

TI #1 - ITT #0 -59.764 -26.000 7.764

TI #1 - ITT #1 -58.264 -24.500 9.264

TI #1 - VER #2 -47.764 -14.000 19.764

TI *1 - VER #0 -45.514 -11.750 22.014

TI #1 - INT #2 -44.264 -10.500 23.264

TI #1 - INT #0 -36.764 -3.000 30.764

TI #1 - TI #0 -38.986 -2.000 34.986

' TI #1 - INT #1 -33.871 1.000 35.871

TI #1 - VOT #0 -25.264 8.500 42.264

TI #1 - VOT #2 -23.764 10.000 43.764

TI #1 - VER #1 -23.764 10.000 43.764

TI #1 - TI #2 -26.486 10.500 47.486

TI #1 - VOT #1 -14.514 19.250 53.014

INT #1 - ITT #2 -50.065 -27.000 -3.935 444

INT #1 - ITT #0 -50.065 -27.000 -3.935 .4
INT #1 - ITT #1 -48.565 -25.500 -2.435 4

INT #1 - VER #2 -38.065 -15.000 8.065

INT #1 - VER #0 -35.815 -12.750 10.315

M INT #1 - INT #2 -34.565 -11.300 11.565

INT #1 - INT #0 -27.065 -4.000 19.065

INT #1 - TI #0 -30.568 -3.000 24.568

INT #1 - TI #1 -35.871 -1.000 33.871

INT #1 - VOT #0 -15.565 7.500 30.565

INT #1 - VOT #2 -14.065 9.000 32.065

INT #1 - VER #1 -14.065 9.000 32.065

INT #1 - TI #2 -18.068 9.500 37.068

* INT #1 - VOT #1 -4.815 18.250 41.315

' VOT #0 - ITT #2 -55.854 -34.500 -13.146 *..

VOT #0 - ITT #0 -55.854 -34.500 -13.146 4.4

VOT #0 - ITT #1 -54.354 -33.000 -11.646 .44

VOT #0 - VER #2 -43.854 -22.500 -1.146 .

VOT #0 - VER #0 -41.604 -20.250 1.104

VOT #0 - INT #2 -40.354 -19.000 2.354

VOT #0 - INT #0 -32.854 -11.500 9.854

VOT #0 - TI #0 -36.653 -10.500 15.653

VOT #0 - TI #1 -42.264 -8.500 25.264

VOT #0 - INT #1 -30.565 -7.500 15.565

VOT #0 - VOT #2 -19.854 1.500 22.854

VOT #0 - VER #1 -19.854 1.500 22.854

VOT #0 - TI #2 -24.153 2.000 28.153

VOT #0 - VOT #1 -10.604 10.750 32-104
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS
RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

VOT *2 - ITT *2 -57.354 -36.000 -14.646 *

VOT #2 - ITT #0 -57.354 -36.000 -14.646 ***

VOT #2 - ITT *1 -55.854 -34.500 -13.146 ***

VOT *2 - VER #2 -45.354 -24.000 -2.646 *

VOT #2 - VER #0 -43.104 -21.750 -0.396 **

VOT #2 - INT #2 -41.854 -20.500 0.854

VOT #2 - INT #0 -34.354 -13.000 8.354

VOT #2 - TI #0 -38.153 -12.000 14.153

VOT #2 - TI #1 -43.764 -10.000 23.764

VOT #2 - INT #1 -32.065 -9.000 14.065

VOT *2 - VOT #0 -22.854 -1.500 19.854

VOT #2 - VER #1 -21.354 0.000 21.354

VOT #2 - TI #2 -25.653 0.500 26.653

VOT #2 - VOT #1 -12.104 9.250 30.604

VER #1 - ITT #2 -57.354 -36.000 -14.646 ***

VER #1 - ITT #0 -57.354 -36.000 -14.646 *

VER #1 - ITT #1 -55.854 -34.500 -13.146 ***

VER #1 - VER #2 -45.354 -24.000 -2.646 ***

VER #1 - VER #0 -43.104 -21.750 -0.396 "

S VER #1 - INT *2 -41.854 -20.500 0.854

VER *1 - INT *0 -34.354 -13.000 8.354

VER #1 - TI #0 -38.153 -12.000 14.153

VER #1 - TI #1 -43.764 -10.000 23.764

VER #1 - INT #1 -32.065 -9.000 14.065

VER #1 - VOT #0 -22.854 -1.500 19.854

. VER #1 - VOT #2 -21.354 0.000 21.354

VER #1 - TI #2 -25.653 0.500 26.653

VER #1 - VOT #1 -12.104 9.250 30.604

TI #2 - ITT #2 -62.653 -36.500 -10.347 ***

TI #2 - ITT #0 -62.653 -36.500 -10.347 *

* TI #2 - ITT #1 -61.153 -35.000 -8.847 ***

TI #2 - VER #2 -50.653 -24.500 1.653

TI #2 - VER #0 -48.403 -22.250 3.903

TI #2 - INT #2 -47.153 -21.000 5.153

TI #2 - INT #0 -39.653 -13.500 12.653

* TI #2 - TI #0 -42.699 -12.500 17.699

T! #2 - TI #1 -47.486 -10.500 26.486

*, TI #2 - INT #1 -37.068 -9.500 18.068

TI #2 - VOT #0 -28.153 -2.000 24.153

TI #2 - VOT #2 -26.653 -0.500 25.653

TI #2 - VER #1 -26.653 -0.500 25.653

TI #2 - VOT 01 -17.403 8.750 34.903
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SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS

RECOGNIZER LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

* NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE

COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

VOT #1 - ITT #2 -66.604 -45.250 -23.896 *

VOT #1 - ITT #0 -66.604 -45.250 -23.896 *

VOT #1 - ITT #1 -65.104 -43.750 -22.396 **

VOT #1 - VER #2 -54.604 -33.250 -11.896 **

VOT #1 - VER #0 -52.354 -31.000 -9.646 *

VOT #1 - INT #2 -51.104 -29.750 -8.396 ***

VOT #1 - INT #0 -43.604 -22.250 -0.896 ***

VOT #1 - TI #0 -47.403 -21.250 4.903

VOT #1 - TI #1 -53.014 -19.250 14.514

VOT #1 - INT #1 -41.315 -18.250 4.815

VOT #1 - VOT #0 -32.104 -10.750 10.604

VOT #1 - VOT #2 -30.604 -9.250 12.104

VOT #1 - VER #1 -30.604 -9.250 12.104

VOT #1 - TI #2 -34.903 -8.750 17.403

N
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Appendix XV. Rejection/Misrecognition Matricies: Scenario 2

RI
E NUMBER OF VORDS REJECTED
C (Across all Speakers)
0
G SENTENCE LEITH

I 0 3 VORD 4 VORD 5 WORD
Z I T T T
E S 0 0 0
R E T T T

A A A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0 11 12 L r 13 14 15 16 17 18 L 19 20 21 22 23 24 L r TOTREJ.

V #0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
" 0

T #1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

A
N 12 0 0 1 1 .01 0 0 0

t0 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 10 .10 2 2 .04 1 2 1 4 .08 16
T
1 11 3 2 2 2 10 .21 0 0 0 0 10

-2 4 1 6 6 1 4 4 26 .27 1 5 3 1 10 .21 1 2 1 1 5 .10 41

0 4 4 444 1 3 1 7 3 2 37 .19 2 7 1 2 4 4 20 .21 13 1 7 1 22 .23 79

SN #l 2 1 3 5 3 1 4 4 23 .16 3 2 1 2 5 13 .18 7 1 2 2 1 1 14 .19 50
T, #2 3 2 1 1 1 2 10 .05 3 2 1 4 3 13 .14 6 1 2 4 13 .14 36

t1 1 1 3 3 4 13 .07 1 1 6 1 9 .09 9 4 4 17 .18 39

E #1 4 4 4 5 9 7 5 2 1 4 3 48 .25 5 5 1 4 6 5 26 .27 11 4 3 11 1 30 .31 104
R
#2 1 1 1 1 4 .02 2 1 1 4 .04 5 2 2 110 .10 18

#0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
T 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

T
32 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

#0 30 NOISE
e4 t1 INDUSTRIAL

32 FAST FOOD RESTAURANT
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E NUMBER OF VORDS MISRECOGNIZED
C (Across all Speakers)

G SEIENCE LENGTH
1 N 3 VORD 4 VORD S WORD
1 0 T T T
Z 1 0 0 0
E S T T T
R E A A A

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 L r 13 14 15 16 17 18 L 19 20 21 22 23 24 L r  TOTNISRECOG.

' V #0 7 3 9 . 2 1 9 7 5 5 5 54 .28 1 6 9 12 11 4 43 .45 12 7 2 14 4 2 41 .43 138
0
T 11 9 2 5 3 7 5 10 8 1 7 7 6 70 .36 7 6 8 12 13 5 51 .53 15 8 5 15 8 8 59 .61 180
A
N #2 11 2 7 2 3 6 9 6 1 6 9 4 66 .34 2 5 3 11 10 5 36 .38 9 8 2 12 7 2 40 .42 131

#0 1 2 1 4 .04 1 3 1 5 .10 2 2 1 1 4 10 .21 18

T #1 2 2 4 .08 1 3 4 .17 2 3 2 1 8 .33 16
I

62 1 2 3 2 1 2 2 13 .14 1 1 3 5 .10 3 4 1 5 1 14 .30 32

S I#0 2 2 .01 1 3 1 5 .05 5 5 .05 12
N
T l1 1 5 5 11 .08 1 1 2 4 2 10 .14 3 1 4 8 .11 29
E
R #2 1 1 3 5 .03 1 1 3 4 9 .09 5 4 9 .09 23

V #0 1 1 .01 6 1 7 .07 4 6 10 .10 18
E
2 #1 2 3 1 1 4 1 2 1 1 2 18 .09 1 2 5 3 11 .11 1 3 1 5 .05 34

E #2 3 2 1 1 1 8 .04 4 2 1 7 .07 4 3 8 15 .16 30

#0 ' I 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0

K ' T 1 1 1 1 3 .02 1 1 .01 0 1 2 .02 6

62 0 .0 0 .0 0 .0 0

0 NO NOISE
#1 INDUSTRIAL
#2 FAST FOOD RESTAURANT
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Appendix XVI. Misrecognition Error Tree&: Scenario 2
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Appendix XVII. Performance Means: Scenario 2

Scenario 2 CORRECT SENTENCES

TOTAL
.CORRECT

SUM MEAN TOTAL
%' "JUTTERANCES

. RECOGNIZER 
NOISE

.. VOT 0 246.00 61.50 .64

I 203.00 50.75 .53

2 240.00 60.00 .63

TI 0 144.00 72.00 .75

1 70.00 70.00 .73
2 119.00 59.50 .62

INT 0 292.00 73.00 .76

1 207.00 69.00 .72

2 322.00 80.50 .84

VER 0 327.00 81.75 .85

. 1 240.00 60.00 .63

2 336.00 84.00 .88

ITT 0 384.00 96.00 1.00
1 378.00 94.50 .98

.,. 2 384.00 96.00 1.00

% ALL 3892.00 74.85 .78

%I
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Scenerio 2 SENTENCES REJECTED

TOTAL
REJECTED

SUM MEAN TOTAL
-UTTERANCES

RECOGNIZER NOISE

VOT 0 0.00 0.00 .00

1 0.00 0.00 .00

2 1.00 0.25 .003

" TI 0 16.00 8.00 .08
1 10.00 10.00 .10

2 41.00 20.50 .21

INT 0 80.00 20.00 .21

1 51.00 17.00 .18

2 36.00 9.00 .09

VER 0 39.00 9.75 .10

1 109.00 27.25 .28
2 18.00 4.50 .05

ITT 0 0.00 0.00 .00

1 0.00 0.00 .00

2 0.00 0.00 .00

ALL 401.00 7.71

S.
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Scenario 2 SENTENCES MISRECOGNIZED

a'

TOTAL
CORRECT

'%-. TOTAL
SUM MEAN UTTERANCES

a?

RECCGNIZER NOISE

VOT 0 138.00 34.50 .36

1 181.00 45.25 .47

2 143.00 35.75 .37

TI 0 32.00 16.00 .17

1 16.00 16.00 .17

2 32.00 16.00 .17

. INT 0 12.00 3.00 .03

1 30.00 10.00 .10
2 26.00 6.50 .07

- VER 0 18.00 4.50 .05

1 35.00 8.75 .o9

2 30.CO 7.50 .08

ITT 0 0.00 0.00 .00

1 6.00 1.50 02

2 0.00 0.00 .00

ALL 699.r)0 13.44

L
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TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE (HSD) TEST FOR VARIABLE: CORRECT
ALPHA=O.05 CONFIDENCE=O.95 DF=24 MSE-64.4803
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=4.166

COMPARISONS SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.05 LEVEL ARE INDICATED BY '***'

SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS
LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

RECOGNIZER CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE
COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

ITT VER 10.592 20.250 29.908 **

ITT INT 10.989 20.864 30.739 ***

ITT TI 16.307 28.900 41.493 *

ITT VOT 28.425 38.083 47.741 ***

VER ITT -29.908 -20.250 -10.592 ***
* VER INT -9.261 0.614 10.489

VER TI -3.943 8.650 21.243
VER VOT 8.175 17.833 27.491 **

INT ITT -30.739 -20.864 -10.989 *
INT VER -10.489 -0.614 9.261
INT TI -4.723 8.036 20.796
INT VOT 7.345 17.220 27.095 **

.. TI ITT -41.493 -28.900 -16.307 *
TI INT -21.243 -8.650 3.943
TI iNT -20.796 -8.036 4.723

Ti VOT -3.409 9.183 21.776

VOT ITT -47.741 -38.083 -28.425 **

VOT VER -27.491 -17.833 -8.175 *
- VOT INT -27.095 -17.220 -7.345 **

VOT TI -21.776 -9.183 3.409
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L

S TUKEY'S STUDENTIZED RANGE (HSD) TEST FOR VARIABLE: CORRECT
ALPHA=O.05 CONFIDENCE=0.95 DF=24 MSE-64.4803
CRITICAL VALUE OF STUDENTIZED RANGE=3.S32

COMPARISONS SIGNIFICANT AT THE 0.05 LEVEL ARE INDICATED BY '**'

SIMULTANEOUS SIMULTANEOUS
LOWER DIFFERENCES UPPER

NOISE CONFIDENCE BETWEEN CONFIDENCE
COMPARISON LIMIT MEANS LIMIT

2 - 0 -6.240 0.444 7.129
2 - 1 2.318 9.208 16.098 **

L - 2 -7.129 -0.444 6.240
* 0 - 1 1.874 8.764 15.654 ***

1 - 2 -16.098 -9.208 -2.318 **

1 - 0 -15.654 -8.654 -1.874 ***

0 = NO NOISE
1 = INDUSTRIAL NOISE

2 = FAST-FOOD RESTAURANT NOISE

II11
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Appendix XVIII. Tukey Analyses: Scenario 3p

CORRECT UTTERANCES
GROUPING

RECOGNIZER A B MEAN TOTAL # UTTERANCES

ITT * 87.444 .87
VERBEX * * 74.222 .74

' INTERSTATE * 68.778 .69

Grouping by Connected Recognizer Performance

CORRECT UTTERANCES
.'"GROUPING - - - - - - - - -

SPEAKER A B MEAN TOTAL # UTTERANCES

1 92.667 .93
2 * 73.889 .74
3 * 63.889 .64

Grouping by Speaker Performance - Connected Speech

CORRECT UTTERANCES
GROUPING

NOISE A MEAN TOTAL # UTTERANCES

FAST FOOD
RESTAURANT 85.444 .85
NONE * 75.667 .76
INDUSTRIAL * 69.333 .69

Grouping by Noise Source -Connected Speech
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Appendix XIX. Rejection/Misrecognition Matricies: Scenario 3

T
0
T
A

POISE 1 2 34 5 6 78 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19202122 23 24 25 L

VNONE 14 4312 3 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 7 3 2 5 3 58
E

" RINDUSTRIAL27153 717 3 3 4 3 6 4 2 5 5 3 4 4 6 4 5 5 99
B
E FAST FOOD
XRESTAURANT 1 4 1 4 2 2 2 2 2 1 1 3 5 1 31

INONE 71193825 8 3 4 3 2 7 4 4 5 3 9 4 7 3 610118

T

E
RINDUSTRIAL36147 825 6 8 2 1 6 1 6 5 1 8 3 5 3 3 7101

"S

T
A
T FAST FOOD
ERESTAURANT 1 3 3 1 3 1 1 4 I I 1 1 1 1 23

ST INDUSTRIAL 1 1 1 3
T FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT

Rejections - Connected Speech Scenario 3
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L

VERBE - INTERSTATE ITT

0 1 2 TOTAL X 0 1 2 TOTAL I 0 1 2 TOTAL X TOTAL

1 DIGIT 12 18 12 42 .23 18 21 4 43 .24 0 0 0 0 0 85

2DIGIT 10 18 6 34 .19 26 21 4 51 .28 0 1 0 .01 86
3DIGIT 11 20 7 38 .21 19 17 5 41 .23 0 0 0 0 0 79

4 DIGIT 12 19 5 36 .20 25 21 6 52 .29 0 1 O 1 .01 89
5DIGIT 13 24 1 38 .21 30 21 4 55 .21 0 1 0 1 .01 94

SENT. 1 2 11 1 14 .08 4 7 0 21 .12  0 0 0  0 0 35

SEIT. 2 14 29 8 51 .28 30 33 12 75 .42 0 1 0 1 .01 127

SENT. 3 4 14 2 20 .11 14 13 2 29  .16 0 2 0 2 .02 51
SENT. 4 18 26 7 51 .28 17 14 2 33 .18 0 0 0 0 0 84

SENT. 5 20 19 13 52 .29 43 34 7 84 .47 0 0 0 0 0 136

Rejection by Sentence - Scenario 3

I112
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VERBE! INTERSTATE -ITT

o 1 2TOTAL X 0 1 2 TOTALX 12TOTAL X TOTAL

I DIGIT 2 1 0 3 .02 0 3 2 5 .03 3 5 5 13 .07 21
2 DIGIT 3 10 3 16 .09 0 2 4 6 .03 7 9 9 25 .14 47
3DIGIT 4 2 6 12 .07 2 4 5 11 .06 510 9 24 .13 47
4 DIGIT 2 5 4 11 .06 0 4 8 12 .07 10 10 9 29 .16 52
5 DIGIT O 1 1 2 .01 0 0 0 6 .03 5 8 7 20 .11 28

SENT. 1 2 6 5 13 .07 0 4 3 7 .04 4 5 7 16 .09 36
SENT. 2 4 3 2 9 .05 1 1 8 10 .06 4 18 14 36 .20 55
SEN. 3 D 4 1 5 .03 1 3 1 5 .03 7 7 9 23 .13 33
SENT. 4 5 4 6 1S .08 0 5 5 10 .06 5 4 6 15 .08 40
SENT. 5 0 2 0 2 .01 0 0 8 8 .04 10 8 3 21 .12 31

Nisrecognition by Sentence - Scenario 3

2,
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T
0
T
A

OISE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 L

V NONE 11 1 2 4 1 1 11
E

R IIDUSTIAL 1 6 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 19
B
E FAST FOOD
I RESTAURANT 3 1 1 4 1 1 2 1 14

lIONE 11 2
VN

.. T
T
E
R INDUSTRIAL 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 1 3 13
S
T
A
T FAST FOOD
E RESTAURANT 2 2 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 3 2 3 1 25

I NONE 3 2 1 4 1 4 1 2 5 2 1 3 1 30
T INDUSTRIAL 4 1 1 4 2 2 6 1 3 2 1 4 3 2 4 2 42
T FAST FOOD

RESTAURANT 2 3 2 34 2 6 1 1 1 2 2 3 2 2 3 39

Nisrecognitions - Connected Speech Scenario 3
.12
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Appendix XX. Misrecognition Error Trees: Scenario 3

C Omissions Spk 2

0.67 sk

Spk3 5.00

C Substitutions Spk 2 3.00

;4 5.33 Spkl 8.00
' spk 3 )

. Omissions Sk2

Spk 1
IIp 3 s .oo

i ' (Recognizer2 - FsFodC insertions Spk 2 )4.00

[ :.1.52 1.67 2.00 " Spk 1 1.00

• spk 3 )5.oo
C Substitutions Spk 2 )3.00

""3.00 Spk 1 )1.00

.. ' ,,/( Sok 3
" ~Omissions -- Spk 2

• ;' ",(. Spkl 1

,- Sp 3o -- .oo
|0.22 0.67 spk1

,4 .-. "Spk 3

• m
I Substitutions ( Spk2
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spk 3 )4.00
SOmissions spk2 )1.00

1.67 n D Spkl 1

Industrial Inetons Spk 2 )2.00

2.00 0.67 -,k I

' ~Substitutions Sk2 6.00,

3.67 2.00)zo '

4.00

/( Omissions Sk 2 1.00

.

spk3 3.00

Substitutions 6.00

4.00 Spk 1 2.00

Spk 3 1.00 A

Omissions3S) 2"

None Insertions 4.002
1.67 Spk 1

3.00.

I.
SSubstitutions , Spk 2 5.00

3.00 Spk 1 )1.00
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